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Translational bioinformatics is an emerging field with a
fascinating aim to develop novel computational techniques
to facilitate traditional translational research through the
convergence of molecular bioinformatics, biostatistics, statis-
tical genetics, and clinical informatics. Translational bioin-
formatics is now more powerful than ever and has become
a clinch between biological findings and clinical informat-
ics. The computational techniques contribute by integrating
multidimensional data consisting of medications, diseases,
and genomes with clinical and pathological features. They
are applied in various aspects with the hope of uncover-
ing therapeutic targets and biomarkers of patient response.
However, the accumulation of rich data from past studies,
advancement of new experimental techniques, and ease of
access to publications nowadays result in enormous reposito-
ries of scientific literatures and biomedical data, hindering the
translation of molecular understandings into technologies
that could impact patients. Textmining is an established field,
but its application for translational bioinformatics is still a
novel research direction with enormous research potential.
The present issue emphasizes the application of text mining
on biomedical/clinical publications and knowledge bases
to facilitate the discovery and management of translational
medical research knowledge.

Rapid growth of disease related biomedical literature
makes the traditional information retrieval techniques insuf-
ficient to fulfill searchers’ information needs. In the paper
“Disease Related Knowledge Summarization Based on Deep

Graph Search,” X. Wu et al. developed an approach which
is able to automatically retrieve disease related knowledge
in a summarized form from the large volume of online
biomedical literature. This approach is capable of finding
both direct relations between diseases and genes as well
as indirect obscure relationships among diseases and other
biomedical entities. Their experiment results show that a
precision of 0.6 and a recall of 0.61 can be achieved on
extracting bladder cancer-related genetic entities compared
to a reference standard recorded in the Online Mendelian
Inheritance in Man (OMIM) and Genetics Home Reference
database.

The large amount of biomedical literature provides use-
ful knowledge resource for researchers to form biomedical
hypotheses. In their work entitled “Supervised Learning
Based Hypothesis Generation from Biomedical Literature,”
S. Sang et al. proposed a supervised learning-based approach
to generate hypotheses from biomedical literature. This
approach splits the traditional processing of hypothesis gen-
eration model into two models, the AB model and the BC
model, which are constructed with a supervised learning
method. The purpose of the AB model is to determine
whether a physiological phenomenon is caused by a disease
in a sentence, and the BC model is used to judge whether
there exists an entity having physiological effects on human
beings in a sentence. The experimental results on the three
classic Swanson’s hypotheses demonstrate that the proposed
approach can achieve better performance in comparison
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to concept cooccurrence and grammar engineering-based
approaches like SemRep.

DNA, RNA, microRNA, genes, and their products play
important roles in molecular biology. Recognizing them
from published literature resources is a fundamental and
important step in linking molecular biology observations
to the clinical world. In contrast to previously developed
tools, which are typically restricted to identifying genes
mentions in the literature, the paper by C.-H. Wei et al.
entitled “GNormPlus: An Integrative Approach for Tagging
Genes, Gene Families, and Protein Domains” implemented
an open source system that is able to detect genes, gene
families, and protein domains. Furthermore, a corpus that
allows the development of methods for distinguishing gene-
related entities was created in this work. The new system,
GNormPlus, achieved an𝐹1-score of 0.867 on the BioCreative
II gene normalization task dataset. This tool may be used to
potentially solidify the automatic recognition of gene-related
biological entities buried in the literature and transform the
information into valuable resources.

Due to the lack of function and resource requirement
in the existed RNA-Seq databases, the study “MetaRNA-Seq:
An Interactive Tool to Browse and Annotate Metadata from
RNA-Seq Studies” presented by P. Kumar et al. constructed
a web service to browse, search, and annotate RNA-Seq
metadata for Homo sapiens interactively at the study level.
This web tool provides enhanced utilization of metadata
for RNA-Seq studies in NCBI resources with semiautomatic
curation, structural presentation, and a convenient browser
for study- or project-level metadata. The MetaRNA-Seq web
service provides a semiautomatic curation pipeline and a
friendly interface for annotating metadata. Reviewing the
annotated studies with the guided search function provided
by MetaRNA-Seq is indeed a supplement to the RNA-Seq
metadata resources.

Clinical studies focus on targets including diseases,
symptoms, drugs, patients, laboratory measurements, and
images within clinical data such as electronic health records.
However, previous study has revealed that approximately
half of the electronic health record data is stored as free
text. Unstructured format as such makes it difficult to
retrieve meaningful information. The contribution by H.-
J. Dai et al. “Recognition and Evaluation of Clinical Sec-
tion Headings in Clinical Documents Using Token-Based
Formulation with Conditional Random Fields” proposed
a token-based formulation with the conditional random
field model to establish an electronic health record section
heading recognition system. The proposed method provides
an integrated solution without the requirement to develop
additional heuristics rules for isolating the heading from
the surrounding section contents. The authors discussed the
existing approaches in section heading recognition and the
possibility of applying themethod to enhance themeaningful
use of electronic health records. They compiled a section
heading recognition corpus on the i2b2 2014 clinical dataset
and used it to evaluate the performance of the developed
system.The proposedmethod achieved a satisfactory𝐹-score
of 0.942, which outperformed the sentence-based approach
and the dictionary-based system.

Heart disease is the leading cause of death worldwide.
The study by J. Jonnagaddala et al. entitled “Identification
and Progression of Heart Disease Risk Factors in Dia-
betic Patients from Longitudinal Electronic Health Records”
devised methods to extract heart disease risk factor informa-
tion from unstructured electronic health records and track
their progression. The study has identified the extraction of
lab values and test results from unstructured records as a
challenging task. The authors employed a hybrid approach
combining both rule-based and machine learning clinical
text mining techniques and achieved an averaged overall
micro 𝐹-score of 0.8302 for identifying and tracking risk
factors including coronary artery diseases, diabetes, hyper-
lipidemia, hypertension, medication, obesity, family illness,
and smoking histories. Nevertheless, their approach obtained
unsatisfactory results in extracting information of coronary
artery disease and related medications.

Through this special issue, we hope to shed light on
the current major advancements in the area of text mining
for translational bioinformatics and seize the attention of
the scientific community to pursue further investigation and
propel more potential applications of text mining techniques
in translational bioinformatics research.
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Electronic health record (EHR) is a digital data format that collects electronic health information about an individual patient or
population. To enhance the meaningful use of EHRs, information extraction techniques have been developed to recognize clinical
concepts mentioned in EHRs. Nevertheless, the clinical judgment of an EHR cannot be known solely based on the recognized
concepts without considering its contextual information. In order to improve the readability and accessibility of EHRs, this work
developed a section heading recognition system for clinical documents. In contrast to formulating the section heading recognition
task as a sentence classification problem, this work proposed a token-based formulation with the conditional random field (CRF)
model. A standard section heading recognition corpus was compiled by annotators with clinical experience to evaluate the
performance and compare it with sentence classification and dictionary-based approaches. The results of the experiments showed
that the proposed method achieved a satisfactory F-score of 0.942, which outperformed the sentence-based approach and the best
dictionary-based system by 0.087 and 0.096, respectively. One important advantage of our formulation over the sentence-based
approach is that it presented an integrated solution without the need to develop additional heuristics rules for isolating the headings
from the surrounding section contents.

1. Introduction

Electronic health record (EHR) is a digital data format that
collects electronic health information about an individual
patient or population. The use of EHRs offers advantages
not only for direct patient care, but also for secondary
purposes such as clinical research, quality improvement, and
public health. For example, the use of EHRs eliminates the
manual task of extracting data from charts and also promotes
the access, retrieval, and sharing of clinical information.
Sophisticated data mining techniques can then be applied to
EHR data to understand the trends and differences between
various patient populations. A large collection of EHRs is also
invaluable to the development of computer-aided diagnostic
tools [1]. However, according to a study by Capurro [2],
approximately 50% of EHR data collected from sources like

clinical notes, radiology reports, and discharge summaries
is stored as free text. Unstructured format as such makes
it difficult to retrieve meaningful information from EHRs.
In light of this issue, information extraction (IE) techniques
have been applied to unstructured parts of EHRs to assist
clinical decision support and foster analysis and clinical
research [3].

Recognition of clinical entities such as drugs and diseases
in clinical narratives is one of the fundamental tasks of
mining information from EHRs. Several clinical IE systems,
such as MedLEE [4], MetaMap [5], and cTAKES [6], have
been developed to support clinical entity recognition tasks.
However, the judgment of clinical data cannot be done solely
at the named entity level. For instance, “coronary heart
disease” has different types of clinical significance in sections
such as past medical history and family medical history.
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Table 1: A sample of discharge summary.

Record date: 2088-07-03 B
Name: Younger, T Eugene B
Date of Admission: 7/2/88 B

I
CC: Lightheadedness, vertigo, and presyncopalsx × several episodes B

I
HPI:. 64 yoMw/significant PMH for CAD, HTN, GERD, and past cerebral embolism presents w/6 hour history of
vertiginous symptoms, dizziness, lightheadedness, and feeling “like [he] was going to pass out”. The pt recalls. . . B

I
ROS: +tinnitus, −weakness/change in sensation, ataxia, aura-like sx, post-episode confusion B

I
PMH: B
CAD: 2075 PTCAw/Angioplasty to LAD, Stress (3/88): rev. anterolateral ischemia, Cath (5/88): 3v disease: RCA 90%, LAD
30% mid, 80% distal, D1 70%, D2 40% and 60%, LCx 30%, OM2 80% B

I
Meds (Updated 7/20) B
Atenolol 25/50mg qAM/qPM I
ASA 325mg qD I
ALL: NKDA, Intolerance to Inderal B

I
FHx: B
+HTN: mother/brother I
SocHx: Lives by himself separated. B

I
PE: B
VS: I
Gen: Well-nourished male, NAD I
HEENT: MMM, OP clear I
Neck: JVP about 9 cm. I

I
LABS: B
Sodium 140 135–145mmol/L 07/02/88 11:21 147(H) 10/08/82 13:24 I
Potassium 4.1 3.4–4.8mmol/L 07/02/88 11:21 I
EKG: Sinus brady @ 60, w/LAD, ICVD (QRS 108), NS St/T wave changes. I
CXR: Pending I

I
Impression: 64 yo male w/significant CAD, past cerebral emboli, presents w/sx . . . B
Plan: B
(1) Vertigo: Clinically peripheral disease. If central, would not expect to be affected by motion, be able to be eextinguished,
and so forth. I

Fall precautions I
R/o cardiac ischemia: Troponins, monitor, and so forth I
Betty Kaitlin Wood, MD I

The frequent use of author- and domain-specific idiosyn-
crasies, acronyms, and abbreviations within different parts of
an EHR also increases the difficulty for IE systems to correctly
interpret the categories of named entities. For example, the
acronym “BS” means “blood sugar” in the laboratory section
but indicates “bowel sounds” in the section of abdominal
exams [7].The development of clinically structured entry sys-
tems seems to be the optimal solution, which can preformat
information into predefined section fields. Unfortunately, it is

inflexible and has been revealed to significantly interfere with
the clinical workflow and slow users down [8]. Therefore, an
unstructured documentation method is still used by most
healthcare providers in order to reserve clarity and flexibility.

With flexible documentation, text processing algorithms
such as recognition of section headings can be used to
produce structured data once clinical documentation is
complete. Table 1 displays a sample of discharge summary,
which is transcribed to provide an overview of a patient’s
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hospitalization from admission to discharge. Evidently, a dis-
charge summary can cover listed items including the admis-
sion/discharge dates, diagnoses, discharge physical exami-
nations, key laboratory data, medications that the patient
is on at the time of discharge, narratives about the patient,
the circumstances leading up to admission, and the patient’s
progress and treatments from admission to discharge. Rec-
ognizing these section headings can not only improve the
quality of IE but also provide an enhanced experience in
reading and accessing EHRs. Due to the versatility of a
patient’s condition and treatment, the layout format including
the employed section headings may vary, thus increasing the
complexity of section-heading recognition.

The challenges in recognizing section headings in EHRs
can be summarized as follows. First of all, the names
of section headings do not follow a universal system.
For the section of a chief problem, possible names may
include “chief complaint”, “presenting complaint(s)”, “pre-
senting problem(s)”, “reason for encounter”, or even the use
of the abbreviation “CC” as shown in Table 1. Occasionally,
the same section name may infer different definitions. “CC”
can refer to “chief complaint” in a discharge summary or
“carbon copy” in a clinical narrative written in an email. The
use of capitalization and colons for section names can be
very inconsistentwithin and across documents. Furthermore,
the hierarchies of sections vary from record to record.
For instance, “Laboratory” and “Radiology” may be two
independent sections, or both may be placed together under
the “Data” section. “Impression and assessment” may be sep-
arated individually, or they may be merged together into one
section. “Impression” section can contain the overall diagno-
sis of a patient, or it can be a subsection of image studies.
Therefore, section-heading recognition approaches entirely
based on dictionaries or patterns are not always competent.

In view of this issue, this paper compiled a section-
heading recognition corpus on top of the dataset released
by the i2b2 2014 shared task [9] and presents a machine
learning approach based on the conditional random fields
(CRF) model [10] to handle the section-heading recog-
nition task for EHRs. Based on the assumption that the
narratives following a recognized section heading should
belong to this corresponding section, this work modeled
the task as a sequential token labeling problem in a given
text, which differs from most of the previous works [11,
12] that formulated the problem as a sentence-by-sentence
classification task. The compiled corpus along with the
developed model and section-heading recognition tool is
publicly available at https://www.sites.google.com/site/hong-
jiedai/projects/nttmuclinicalnet and http://btm.tmu.edu.tw/
nttmuclinicalnet/ in an attempt to facilitate clinical research.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Section-Heading Recognition Corpus. To the best of
our knowledge, currently there is no openly available cor-
pus annotated with medical section-heading information.
Therefore, this work compiled a corpus for developing and
evaluating the proposed method. The dataset of track 2 of

the i2b2 2014 shared task was selected, which contains 1304
medical documents of different document types including
discharge summaries, procedural notes, and emails between
the primary physician and the consultant. Most documents
are related to patients with coronary artery disease and/or
diabetes. We followed our previous work [13] to employ the
section-heading strings listed in the clinical note section
header terminology (SecTag) [7] to tag all plausible candidate
heading mentions. In contrast to the previous work in which
only one domain expert annotated the dataset, the machine-
generated annotations in this work were loaded into the
brat annotation tool [14] and then manually corrected by
the second, third, and fourth authors of this paper. The first
annotator is a clinical expert who is a medical doctor with
linguistic annotation training. The second annotator is an
experiencedmedical doctor with clinical working experience
in internal medicine for more than 15 years. The third
annotator is an experienced medical doctor and a professor
in medical informatics.

For the manual annotation task, the annotators were
instructed to only annotate the topmost section headings.
We searched literatures extensively for standard section-
heading definitions for discharge summaries but observed
that each country adopted different definitions. Hence, this
work followed the discharge summary exchange standard
(http://emrstd.mohw.gov.tw/strdoc/default.aspx) defined by
the electronic medical record exchange centre built by the
Ministry of Health and Welfare of Taiwan to define the
topmost sections. Based on this standard, section headings
that can be viewed as subsections themselves or are followed
by contents belonging to a superior section were removed
from the annotations, regardless of their section level in
other documents. For instance, if both the “Laboratory”
and “Radiology” sections existed in EHR but can be con-
sidered as subsections of the “Data” section, then only the
superior section “Data” was annotated. On the contrary, if
“Laboratory” and “Radiology” were two separate sections
without a common superior section, then both sections were
annotated. Consider another example in which “Impression”
was annotated if it was the topmost section. However, if the
content of the “Impression” section clearly contained the data
of certain reports, such as X-ray or echography, and trailed
behind other section headings like “Cardiac Echography”
or “Chest X-ray”, then the annotation of the “Impression”
section was removed. Furthermore, if the name of a topmost
section consisted of two merged concepts, it was still anno-
tated as one section heading. For instance, some documents
combined the sections “Impression” and “Plan” as one section
“Impression/Plan”, while others recorded both sections inde-
pendently. Finally, section headings were further extended to
include punctuation marks and parentheses, such as “Chief
Complaints:” and “Medications (updated 8/28/70)”. Figure 1
shows an example of the annotated document within the brat
annotation tool.

The interannotator agreement probability was 0.934. The
main source of disagreement was that the annotators some-
times overlooked a few headers in a given note. Annotators
also had different opinions on some unusual or idiosyncratic
section headings, such as “carbon copy”. In addition, one
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Table 2: Statistics of the section heading recognition corpus. Since the corpus only contained the topmost sections, several different concepts
or representationsmay be included in each section heading category. For instance, “Personal Histories” included the occupation, daily activity
amount, substance history, and allergies.

Section Description Number Percentage

Chief Complaints A statement describing the symptoms, problems, diagnoses,
or other factors that are the reason of a medical encounter. 803 5.7%

Present Illness Separated paragraphs summarizing chief complaints related
history. 843 6.0%

Personal Histories
A merged concept of individual related histories, including
past medical history, past surgical history, social history, and
allergy.

2701 19%

Family Histories The health status of parents, children, siblings, and spouse,
whether dead or alive. 486 3.4%

Physical Examinations The process by which a medical professional investigates the
body of a patient for signs of disease. 1104 7.9%

Laboratory Examinations Biochemical studies performed in clinical laboratory. 401 2.8%
Radiology Reports Image studies. Some examples are X-ray, CT, MRI, and PET. 87 <1.0%

Data A merged concept including laboratory examinations and
radiology reports. 103 <1.0%

Impression Medical diagnoses judged by doctors, also called assessments. 884 6.3%
Recommendations Treatments toward impressions, also called plans. 468 3.3%

Others Other section headings not included in the categories above,
for example, patient ID, doctor ID, and hospital ID. 6081 43.6%

Total 13,962 100%

Figure 1: An annotated document sample on brat.

annotator labelled the content of emails that was used to
describe medical activities, such as “medical regimen” and
“on exam”. However, these terms should not be annotated as
section headings. The final corpus contained 13,962 section
headings in 1304 documents and 1335 unique section head-
ings. On average, there were 10.7 sections per document. The
distribution of section headings was manually analysed by
one of the annotators and is presented in Table 2.

Among all annotated sections, 5.7% comprised the “Chief
Complaints” section, which was found to be presented in
several alternative spellings such as CC, chief, and reason.
6.0% of the sections were the “Present Illness” section.
“Personal Histories” made up 19% of the sections, which
included subsections like social history, medication, allergy,
substance, marital status, and activity and general health

status. 3.4% comprised the “Family Histories” section, while
7.9% comprised the “Physical Examinations” section. In
addition, 2.8% consisted of the “Laboratory Examinations”
section, and less than 1.0% of the annotated sections were the
“Radiology Reports”. Less than 1.0% was the “Data” sections,
which included the laboratory and radiology results. Finally,
6.3% of the sections belonged to “diagnosis” or “impressions”,
3.3% were “Plans” or “Recommendations”, and the remaining
43.6% contained other section names such as patient name,
physician name, hospital name, identity number, and carbon
copy and merged sections such as “assessment and plan”.

Moreover, the annotated section-heading occurrences
in all EHRs have been analysed to examine the distribu-
tion of explicit and implicit section-heading boundaries.
The results revealed that 44.32% of the section headings
appeared in one single line without any other content,
while 55.58% of the section headings are accompanied by
other information. The latter includes mixtures of different
content and section headings on the same line. For instance,
the section headings “Habits” and “Review of Systems” are
surrounded by additional content in the line in the phrase
“. . . prn.#180 Tablet(s)HabitsTobacco: no smokingReview of
Systems No change in wt. No . . .”. This analysis exposed the
potential problem of the sentence-by-sentence classification
formulation. Without further postprocessing of the classified
results, the sentence-based classification formulation cannot
recognize the section headings and their corresponding
content when they coexist on the same line.

2.2. Formulation of the Section-Heading Recognition Problem.
Previous studies formulated the section-heading recognition
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Table 3: Orthographic features.

Feature name Regular expression
ALLCAPS ∧[𝐴 − 𝑍] + $
CAPSMIX ∧[𝐴 − 𝑧] ∗ ([𝐴 − 𝑍] [𝑎 − 𝑧]|[𝑎 − 𝑧] [𝐴 − 𝑍]) [𝐴 − 𝑧] ∗ $
INITCAP ∧[𝐴 − 𝑍]
PUNCTUATION ∧[\.:]$

problem as a sentence classification task [11]. By contrast, this
work formulated the section-heading recognition problem
as a token-based sequential labeling task and employed the
IOB tag scheme to represent annotations of section headings.
The B tag indicates that the current token is the beginning
of a section-heading boundary, the I tag indicates tokens
inside the boundary of a section heading, and the O tag
represents the tokens outside a section heading. For example,
after applying the IOB tag scheme, the paragraph “Date of
Admission: 7/2/88” in Table 1 was annotated as “Date/B of/I
Admission/I:/I 7/O//O2/O//O8/O8/O”, in which the assigned tag
was subscripted and highlighted in bold.

Based on this formulation, the narratives between the pre-
ceding and subsequent recognized section headings should
be annotated with theO tag and considered as the body of the
leading section. Using Table 1 as an example, the narratives
“64 yoM w/significant PMH for CAD, . . .Thept recalls. . .”
between the two sections HPI (history of present illness) and
ROS (review of system) were considered as the body of the
HPI section.

2.3. Preprocessing and Model Features. For a given EHR, the
following preprocessing was applied. First, the raw text was
extracted from the clinical data while retaining the original
line breaks.The text distinguished by the line breaks was then
processed by the MedPost tagger [15] to further split it into
lines of texts that consist of tokens. Each line was then aligned
with the annotations of domain experts to generate training
instances for the machine learning model.

The machine learning model utilized herein is the CRF
model, which is an undirected graphical model that is
trained to maximize a conditional probability of random
variables. In this study, the linear-chain CRF model was
employed to recognize sequentially the boundaries of section
headings for a given tokenized textual sequence (CRF++,
which is available at http://taku910.github.io/crfpp/, was used
to implement the linear-chain CRF model). Given an input
sequence of tokens 𝑊, a linear-chain CRF model computes
the probability associated with its corresponding hidden
labelled sequence 𝑌 as

𝑝
𝜆
(𝑌 | 𝑊)

=
1
𝑍 (𝑊)

exp(∑
𝑐∈𝐶

∑

𝑖

𝜆
𝑖
𝑓
𝑖
(𝑦
𝑐−1, 𝑦𝑐,𝑊, 𝑐)) ,

(1)

where 𝑍(𝑊) is the normalization factor that makes the
probability of all state sequences sum up to one, 𝐶 is the set
of all cliques in this textual sequence, and 𝑐 is a single clique
that reflects the position of the current token. The function

𝑓
𝑖
(𝑦
𝑐−1, 𝑦𝑐,𝑊, 𝑐) is a binary-valued feature function whose

weight is 𝜆
𝑖
. Large positive values of 𝜆

𝑖
indicate a preference

for such corresponding feature. For each token, a set of feature
functions was defined and their feature values were extracted
and trained with the CRFmodel to build the section-heading
recognizer. The following subsections elaborate the features
developed for this work.

2.4. Word Features. Evidently, the word of a target token and
words preceding or following the target token can be useful
in determining the target token’s assigned tag. This work
used the content window size of five to extract word features,
including the two preceding words, the current word, and
the two following words. In addition, the advantages of
normalizing words when encoding them as features were
shown in many information extraction tasks formulated as
sequential labelling [16]. Therefore, this work normalized all
words within a context window by transforming all words
into lower case and encoding all numeric values as the value
1.

2.5. Affix Features. An affix refers to a morpheme that is
attached to a base morpheme to form a word. This work
employed two types of affixes: prefixes and suffixes. Some
prefixes and suffixes can provide good clues for classifying
section headings. For example, words which end in “Hx” are
related to medical historical information, as PSurHx refers to
the “past surgical history” section. This work used the length
of 2 characters for prefixes and suffixes.

2.6. Orthographic Features. Although the names of section
headings in EHR may vary, they still follow certain rules
established by usage. The orthographic features were devel-
oped to capture subtle writing styles. Each orthographic
feature was implemented using regular expressions to cap-
ture writing rules of section headings in terms of spelling,
hyphenation, and capitalization as shown in Table 3. If the
current word matched the defined orthographic feature, its
feature value was 1. Otherwise, the value was 0.

2.7. Lexicon Features. This work developed four lexicon
features. One was the binary lexiconmatching feature, whose
value was 1 if the current word was a substring of the terms
in a lexicon. The strings of the “str” column in the SecTag
section header terminology (download from http://knowl-
edgemap.mc.vanderbilt.edu/research/content/sectag-tagging-
clinical-note-section-headers) were collected to compile a
dictionary for the lexicon feature. Furthermore, in the
SecTag terminology, section headings were defined within
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Table 4: Occurrence information.

Description Feature value
The token was not matched. 000
The token only appeared in the first token
among all section headings. 001

The token only appeared in the middle token
among all section headings. 010

The token only appeared in the last token among
all section headings. 100

The token appeared in both the first and middle
tokens among all section headings. 011

The token appeared in both the middle and last
tokens among all section headings. 110

The token appeared in both the first and last
tokens among all section headings. 101

The token appeared in all places among all
section headings. 111

a hierarchy and were associated with a level of information
to indicate their location within a tree. Each heading string
was also normalized to a unique string. Both the associated
level information and normalized section strings were also
encoded as additional lexicon features.

Finally, all section-heading strings collected were tok-
enized to generate tokens, and their occurrences within the
source section string were recorded. After examining all of
the section headings, the occurrence information for each
token was represented using the values shown in Table 4.
The encoded information became the lexicon occurrence
feature, and the represented feature value corresponding to
the current input token was used as the feature value.

2.8. Semantic Features. Some abbreviated section-heading
strings are ambiguous. For example, the heading “CC” can
either refer to “chief complaint” or “carbon copy” in a
clinical narrative. This work developed a binary feature to
check whether the current line matches the following pattern
“M\s?\.?\s∗D\s?\.?|Dr\s?\.?|PCP” to resolve the ambiguity.

2.9. Layout Features. Given the variety of layouts of EHRs,
the original line breaks of the raw text can guide a supervised
learning method to determine the section headings that lead
section blocks.Thiswork developed layout features to capture
the line break information. In our implementation, for a given
split sentence, if its previous line in the original raw text
was an empty line, the value of the layout feature was 1, or
otherwise it was 0. Take the line starting with the section
“Name:” of Table 1 as an example. The value of the layout
feature with block size 1 would be 0, but the value of the “CC:”
line was 1. The block size for the layout features was set to
six, meaning that, for a given sentence, the preceding and the
following three lines were considered.

3. Experiment

3.1. Experiment Configurations. This work follows the i2b2
2014 shared task to divide the compiled section recognition

heading corpus into three subsets: set 1 (521 records), set
2 (269 records), and a testing set (514 records). In our
experiments, set 1 data was used as the training set for
the linear-chain CRF model, and set 2 data was used to
develop features. Finally, the testing set was used to assess the
performance of the developed model trained on the merged
dataset (set 1 + set 2).

The standard precision, recall, and 𝐹-measure (PRF)
metrics were used to evaluate the performance of the devel-
oped CRF model and its comparison with dictionary-based
methods. Precision and recall were defined as follows:
Precision

=
the number of correctly recognized section-heading chunks

the number of recognized section-heading chunks
,

Recall

=
the number of correctly recognized section-heading chunks

the number of true section-heading chunks
,

𝐹-measure = 2 × 𝑃 × 𝑅
𝑃 + 𝑅
.

(2)

This work defined a correctly recognized section-heading
chunk (a true positive case) as a case in which the text
span of the recognized section heading completely matches
that of the manually annotated heading. Therefore, a false
positive (FP) case included any unmatched section headings
generated by the computer.

3.2. Dictionary-Based and Sentence-Based Section Recognition
Methods. To serve as comparisons to our CRF-based model,
this work developed two dictionary-based methods based on
the maximum matching algorithm as baseline systems. The
only difference between the two dictionary-based methods
is that the second method filters out all matched section-
heading candidates that were not at the beginning of a
paragraph.

Three dictionaries were used by the dictionary-based
methods: the SecTag section header terminology (the “Sec-
Tag” configuration), the section-heading names collected
from a training set (the “Training” configuration), and the
union of the two dictionaries (the “SecTag + Training”
configuration). This work also generated variations for all of
the terms in the three dictionaries to improve the coverage of
section-heading strings. For example, if the section heading
“DISCHARGE MEDICATIONS” exists, the following head-
ing strings were also generated for matching: “Discharge
Medications”, “Discharge medications”, “discharge medica-
tions”, and their base form “discharge medication”. Stop
words such as “and” and “of ” were also removed. Finally, all
generated strings were further attached with a colon or a dot,
such as “discharge medications:” and these variations are also
included for matching.

Moreover, to further evaluate the proposed token-based
formulation, a sentence-by-sentence classification method
based on the maximum entropy (ME) was developed for
comparison. The sentence-based segmentation model fol-
lowed the formulation shown in Table 1 and classified sec-
tions in two steps. The model first recognizes the boundary
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Table 5: Performance comparison among different methods.

Dataset Configuration 𝑃 (%) 𝑅 (%) 𝐹 (%)

Set 2

Dict. method 1 (SecTag) 19.9 79.31 31.82
Dict. method 1 (set 1) 52.18 94.04 67.12

Dict. method 1 (SecTag + set 1) 23.19 94.99 33.47
Dict. method 2 (SecTag) 41.19 79.31 54.22
Dict. method 2 (set 1) 75.5 94.04 83.76

Dict. method 2 (SecTag + set 1) 45.33 94.99 61.37
Sentence-based formulation (ME) 81.54 82.16 81.85
Token-based formulation (CRF) 95.48 92.66 94.05

Test

Dict. method 1 (SecTag) 21.15 80.23 33.47
Dict. method 1 (set 1 + set 2) 54.13 94.87 68.93

Dict. method 1 (SecTag + set 1 + set 2) 24.38 95.48 38.84
Dict. method 2 (SecTag) 41.72 80.23 54.89

Dict. method 2 (set 1 + set 2) 76.37 94.84 84.6
Dict. method 2 (SecTag + set 1 + set 2) 45.59 95.48 61.71
Sentence-based formulation (ME) 85.46 85.54 85.5
Token-based formulation (CRF) 96.04 92.4 94.19

of each section and then applies a regular expression rule to
extract the section heading part before the colon from the
sentence annotated with the “B” tag.The feature sets used for
the one-step approach proposed in [17] were implemented for
the method.

3.3. Experiment Results. The experiment results of six meth-
ods, including the dictionary-based methods, sentence-by-
sentence method based on the ME model, and the proposed
token-based formulation with the CRFmodel, were shown in
Table 5. The best recall on both datasets was achieved by the
dictionary-based method 2 with the section names from the
training set and SecTag. By using the section-heading strings
from SecTag, the recall of the dictionary-based method can
be improved, while the precision is decreased. In comparison
to the dictionary-based method 1, method 2 achieved better
precision regardless of the dictionaries used. The sentence-
based formulation achieved better precision in comparison
with the dictionary-based methods.

On the other hand, the token-based formulation notice-
ably outperformed both the dictionary-based and the
sentence-based methods in terms of the 𝑃- and 𝐹-scores.
On the test dataset, the token-configuration achieved a 𝑃-
score of 0.96, which outperformed the best configuration
of the dictionary-based method and the sentence-based
formulation by 0.197 and 0.106, respectively. In addition, the
token-based formulation based on CRF model achieved the
best 𝐹-score of 0.942. Similar trends can also be observed on
the development set.

4. Discussion

4.1. Error Analysis. As shown in the previous section, the
token-based formulation method obviously outperformed
the dictionary-based approach and the sentence-by-sentence

formulation.The diversity of section-heading names of EHRs
is the main factor that resulted in the large performance gap
between the machine learning- and dictionary-based meth-
ods. A physician can combine any section-heading names in
an EHR to form a new section or insert any supplemental
information in a section heading. For example, the bold texts
in the two section headings “Meds (confirmedwith patient)”
and “DATA (08/25/61):” are supporting information. These
cases cannot be handled by the dictionary-based method,
since dictionaries are unable to cover all variations of such.

The sentence-based formulation could somewhat resolve
this issue, but it relied on additional heuristics rules or
patterns to separate the content from its section heading.
Unfortunately, the possiblementions of section headings vary
among EHRs, and heuristics rules may not be competent
in distilling the section heading, which further leads to the
loss of important information. For instance, in our dataset,
the sentence-based formulation cannot determine the section
“Assessment and plan” from the description “Assessment and
plan Cardiomyopathy. Continue present medications. . . .”
since the section-headingmention did not contain an explicit
end boundary. By contrast, the token-based formulation
based on the CRF model is capable of identifying these
section headings in one step, because the sequential labeling
formulation can model the dependency between tokens.

In addition, the results showed that the inclusion of ter-
minology from SecTag led to a decrease in precision.This was
caused by the various section headings of different granular
levels within the SecTag content. For example, it included
terms like “toenail exam” and “muscle tone exam”, which
usually does not belong to the topmost section headings.

Through error analysis, the error cases of the developed
token-based formulation were divided into two categories:
false negative (FN) and false positive (FP) cases. Some errors
turned out to increase the number of both FN and FP cases.
These errors were propagated from the tokenization errors
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that may result from transcription errors or erroneous dig-
italization of EHRs. Take the following tokenized paragraph
as an example:

“. . . renal cell caFamily History Family history
is positive for diabetes . . . as a floor covering
installer.Habits The patient is a smoker. The
patient’s alcohol intakemay be excessive.Review
of SystemsROS: quite nauseated now and unable
to give detailsMedicationslipitor 40”

The texts highlighted in italic and bold denote the
annotated section headings and the tokenization errors,
respectively. Since our formulation for the section-heading
recognition task is based on the sequential labelling of tokens,
our CRF model will generate section-heading strings like
“caFamily History”, “.Habbit”, “.Reviewof Systems ROS:”, and
“detailsMedications”. Each of these heading strings corre-
sponds to one FP and one FN case. The FP and FN cases are
discussed individually in the following subsections.

4.2. FN Error Cases. The test set contained some topmost
section headings that are rarely used in EHRs. These head-
ings, such as “microbiology” and “habits”, only appeared a
few times in the training set. Due to the sparseness of these
section names, it was difficult for themachine learning-based
section tagger to recognize these instances. We also observed
that some records adopted nonstandard or idiosyncratic top-
most section headings along with abbreviations, which made
it difficult to recognize them. Some nonstandard section
headings or abbreviations found in the test set included “All”
for “allergy” and “ROS” for “Review of Systems”.

4.3. FP Error Cases. Occasionally, the trained CRF-based
section tagger recognized nonsection parts or probable sub-
section headings of an EHR, which became the main source
of FP cases. For instance, in the following snippet of a record,
“The patient is a 75-year-old white female with past medical
history significant for throat cancer”, the tagger erroneously
identified the nonsection description “medical history” as a
section heading. In addition, some section headings such as
“laboratory” can be the topmost section headings in one EHR
but are not the topmost headings in others.Thismay also have
contributed to the occurrence of FP/FN cases.

4.4. Effect of the Layout Features. To study the effect of the
proposed layout features, this work trained an additional
CRF model excluding the layout features and compared its
performance to the model with all proposed feature sets. The
comparison is shown in Table 6.

With the layout feature, both the precision and the recall
of theCRF-basedmethodwere improved on the development
and test datasets. The results indicated that adding the layout
feature enabled the CRFmodel to recognize section headings
that did not appear in the training set. For example, section
headings such as “HCP/FAMILY CONTACT”, “INDICA-
TIONS FOR TPN”, “Allergies or adverse reactions”, “Course
on floor”, and “OncologyCONSULTATIONNOTE”were not
present in the training set. Nevertheless, their clear layout

Table 6: Performance comparison for the layout features.

Dataset Configuration 𝑃 (%) 𝑅 (%) 𝐹 (%)

Set 2 CRF-based without layout features 94.8 90.72 92.72
CRF-based with layout features 95.48 92.66 94.05

Test CRF-based without layout features 95.13 90.5 92.76
CRF-based with layout features 96.04 92.4 94.19

Table 7: Performance for EHR data without layout information.

Dataset 𝑃 (%) 𝑅 (%) 𝐹 (%)
Set 2 97.2 84.88 90.62
Test 97.59 84.81 90.75

enabled the model with layout features to recognize them
accurately.

This work further simulates the scenario when the EHR
data did not contain explicit layout format by removing all
the original empty line breaks among all text chunks. After
removing the layout information, the developed CRF model
with all proposed features was again applied on the data. As
shown in Table 7, the developed CRF model still achieves
satisfying 𝐹-scores on both datasets and outperforms the 𝐹-
score of the best dictionary-based method by at least 0.0615.
The results also reveal that, without the layout informa-
tion, our CRF model can achieve a better precision with a
decreased recall.

4.5. Comparison with Other Section-Heading Recognition
Methods. Much work has been done on the segmentation
of texts in the general or biomedical domains [18–22]. The
rationale behind these works is the assumption that there
exists a boundary between a sentence and the next. Statistical
models are then constructed to assign a probability to the start
or the end of every sentence that appeared in a section of an
unstructured text.

By contrast, studies and resources related to the recogni-
tion of EHR sections are still very limited. Ganesan and Sub-
otin [12] proposed L1-regularized logistic regression model
that is capable of recognizing the header, footer, and all of
the top-level sections of a clinical note. Tepper et al. [17]
showed that the two-step approachwhich first recognized the
section headings followed by their categorization achieved a
better performance than the one that combines the two tasks
in one step. Li et al. [11] proposed using a hidden Markov
model to recognize section headings and normalize them
to 15 possible section types. Denny et al. [23] proposed the
SecTag algorithm, which used the SecTag terminology to
recognize all candidate section headers, and then calculated
the Bayesian probability for each candidate in a given text seg-
ment. Candidates with low scores were discarded afterwards.

All of the previous works stated formulated the section-
heading recognition problem as a classification task that
classifies each line of a document or an EHR to a certain
category, which is generally referred to as document zoning
or sentence classification. For instance, the second column
of Table 1 shows the corresponding category for each line in
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the first column based on the document zoning formulation.
Our sentence-based formulation based onME resembled the
traditional approach. Apparently, this formulation requires
an additional effort to distinguish the section heading from
other contexts. For instance, after recognizing the line “ALL:
NKDA, Intolerance to Inderal” as the beginning of a sec-
tion segmentation, additional postprocessing is required to
distinguish the section-heading string “ALL:”. On the other
hand, this approach assumed that the section-heading strings
themselves can be recognized by using simple heuristics
rules or patterns. Our sentence-based method followed the
idea and developed an additional regular expression pattern
to extract section-heading parts from the first line of a
recognized section boundary. Consistent with the highly
implicit section-heading boundary distribution observed on
the corpus (55.58%), if the heuristics patterns were removed
from our sentence-based formulation configuration, the
precision and recall drop significantly and resulted in an
𝐹-score of 0.4062 on the test set. By contrast, our token-
based formulation presented an integrated solution without
the requirement to develop additional heuristics rules for
isolating the heading from the surrounding section contents.

5. Conclusions

Due to the lack of openly available section recognition
tools and corpora, most works still used the dictionary-
based approaches with section-specific lexicon to recognize
section headings in practice. This work presents the first
attempt to formulate the section-heading recognition prob-
lem as a token-based sequential labeling task and employed
CRF model with a set of features developed to recognize
section headings in EHRs. Compared with the traditional
sentence classification formulation, the proposed token-
based formulation proposed an integrated solution without
the requirement to develop additional heuristics rules for
isolating the heading from the surrounding section contents.
Our formulation based on theCRFmodel was comparedwith
the traditional formulation and two dictionary-based meth-
ods with expanded section-heading terms. The experiment
results showed that the proposed token-based formulation
evidently outperformed the sentence-based formulation and
the dictionary-based approaches in terms of precision and
𝐹-scores. The proposed layout features, which captured the
line break information, canmodel the original layout given by
medical doctors with the intention of increasing readability.
Implementing the layout features into our method resulted
in an improved recall of section-heading recognition, which
was supported by the experiment results.

Nevertheless, the current work remains limited in certain
perspectives, as the developed corpus and the proposed
method only examine the topmost sections. Subsections
which may also contain important and distinct information
were not taken into consideration. In the future, the research
attempt is to extend the corpus to include the subsec-
tion heading annotations and section-heading normaliza-
tion information. For instance, section-heading strings like
“presenting complaints”, “presenting problems”, and “reason

for encounter” are all normalized to “chief complaints”. This
investigation may help enhance the meaningful use of EHRs
to facilitate and improve the quality of health care.
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The volume of published biomedical literature on disease related knowledge is expanding rapidly. Traditional information retrieval
(IR) techniques, when applied to large databases such as PubMed, often return large, unmanageable lists of citations that do not
fulfill the searcher’s information needs. In this paper, we present an approach to automatically construct disease related knowledge
summarization frombiomedical literature. In this approach, firstlyKullback-LeiblerDivergence combinedwithmutual information
metric is used to extract disease salient information. Then deep search based on depth first search (DFS) is applied to find hidden
(indirect) relations between biomedical entities. Finally random walk algorithm is exploited to filter out the weak relations. The
experimental results show that our approach achieves a precision of 60% and a recall of 61% on salient information extraction for
Carcinoma of bladder and outperforms the method of Combo.

1. Introduction

Biomedical literature is growing rapidly in recent decades. Up
till now, the number of papers indexed in PubMed is over 23
million.The continued growth of biomedical literature brings
about great challenges to traditional information retrieval
(IR) techniques. Standard search techniques, when applied to
large databases such as PubMed, often return large, unman-
ageable lists of citations, which makes it difficult for clinical
experts to find the salient information they need. Therefore,
effective biomedical literature retrieval, especially finding
salient information related to disease from the biomedical
literature, is greatly helpful in terms of clinical trials and
patient treatment.

Abstraction summarization offers an attractive alter-
native for managing citations resulting from MEDLINE
searches. Many biomedical text summarization methods
using information retrieval (IR) techniques together with
domain-specific resources have been proposed to extract
relevant sentences from documents [1, 2]. Luhn developed a
text summarization system which selects relevant sentences
and generates text abstracts from biomedical literature based
on term frequencies [1]. Reeve et al. used the frequency of
domain concepts to identify important parts of a paper and

then use the resulting concept chains to extract candidate
sentences [2]. However, these methods for similarity cal-
culation are only at a word or concept level rather than a
semantic level, since theymeasure the similaritymerely based
on the commonwords or concepts in the query and sentence,
which is the major difficulty that limits the performance
improvement for text summarization system.

Recently, more IE-based methods based on the Semantic
MEDLINE have been proposed [3–10]. Compared with
the classical IR-based methods, these methods can extract
semantic knowledge from biomedical texts in a higher level.
Fiszman et al. applied the technique of information extraction
(IE) to extract the entities and relations that are most relevant
to a given biological concept from MEDLINE records and
generate a “semantic level” summary for each concept [3].
More biomedical researches of IE became popular based on
the Semantic MEDLINE. Compared to the classical IR-based
methods, these methods can extract semantic knowledge
from biomedical texts in a higher level. Shang et al. presented
amethod for generating text summary for a given biomedical
concept frommultiple documents based on semantic relation
extraction using IR and IE [4]. Kilicoglu et al. developed
a web application, called Semantic MEDLINE, which inte-
grates PubMed with natural language processing, automatic
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Figure 1: The framework of our method.

summarization, visualization, and interconnections among
multiple sources of relevant biomedical information [5].
Several years later, they presented SemMedDB, a repository
of semantic predications (subject-predicate-object triples)
extracted from the entire set of PubMed citations [6]. Lately,
many researches have beenmade on this biomedical semantic
database. Workman and Hurdle presented the Combo algo-
rithm to extract the genetic predicates for a particular disease,
which outperformed a conventional summarization schema
based on Semantic MEDLINE summarization in a genetic
database curation [7]. Later, they proposed a novel dynamic
summarization method in identifying decision support data
[8]. Hristovski et al. proposed an innovative methodology
for biomedical QA, implemented as a search in the semantic
database [9].

However, these methods can only extract the direct
relation between biomedical entities and, therefore, cannot
obtain deep comprehensive information related to the seed
topic. To solve the problem, we present a depth first search
(DFS) based knowledge summarization approach, which can
find not only direct relations between biomedical entities
but also their hidden (indirect) relations. In this approach,
a novel algorithm of salient information summarization,
KM, is used to obtain the direct relations between disease
and genes. Then DFS is applied to extract indirect relations
between disease and other related entities. At last, the weak
relations are filtered out with the randomwalk algorithm.The
approach is applied to automatically construct the knowledge
summarization of the disease Carcinoma of bladder from
biomedical literature and the experimental results verify its
effectiveness.

2. Method

Ourmethod consists of fourmajor steps as shown in Figure 1.
(1) Semantic relations are extracted from the sentence by

semantic knowledge representation tool SemRep [11, 12]. (2)
The relations most relevant to the seed topic are selected
with the summarization algorithmbased onKullback-Leibler
Divergence (KLD) [13] and Mutual Information [14, 15]
(KM). (3) The hidden relations are extracted using deep
search based on DFS from the directed unweighted graph
of biomedical entities. (4)The weak relations are filtered out
with the random walk algorithm and the final results are
visualized.

2.1. Dataset. In our experiments, the disease name Carci-
noma of bladder was chosen as the seed topic to present our
work in salient information extraction.Thedataset of the seed
topic was downloaded from PubMed by the following query:

(“2003/01/01” [Publication Date]: “2013/07/31” [Pub-
lication Date]) AND (Urinary Bladder Neoplasms/
genetics [majr] AND Urinary Bladder Neoplasms/
etiology [majr]) AND English [la] AND humans
[mh].

The search query focuses on the genetic etiology (the
point-of-view) of human bladder cancer (the seed topic) with
a more than ten years span.

2.2. Corpus Preprocessing. The downloaded corpus is pro-
cessed to the semantic predications provided by SemRep, a
natural language processing tool based on the rule to identify
relationship in theMEDLINE documents. SemRep integrates
MetaMap standardized conceptual entity and connects the
concept of different entities through predicate relations. In
addition, semantic type of SemRep term is defined for each
entity, making it convenient for feature selection. The output
of SemRep extraction is based on UMLS rules. The original
output contains many terms, but we mainly use the name of
the entity, semantic type, and predicate relations.
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For sentence “miRNA expression arrays and individual
qPCR were used to identify and confirm miRNAs that were
downregulated in malignant urothelial cells (RT4, 5637 and
J82) when compared to primary, non-malignant urothelial
cells (HUEPC)”, the relation extracted by SemRep is as
follows:

SE|23867826||ab|4|relation|3|1|C1101610|MicroRNAs|
bacs,nnon|bacs|||miRNAs||||1000|972|978|VERB|
DISRUPTS||995|1008|5|1|C0227599|Transitional epi-
thelial cell of urinary bladder|cell|cell|||urothelial
cells||||890|1022|1038.

Our study focuses on the triple terms as follows:

MicroRNAs|bacs|DISRUPTS|Transitional epithelial
cell of urinary bladder|cell.

The relation structure is (concept 1 | semantic type, pred-
icate, concept 2 | semantic type). Concept 1 and concept 2 are
the two biological entities that can be found in UMLS (Uni-
fiedMedical Language System)Metathesaurus. Each concept
consists of the standardization of the concept representation,
concept unique identifier, and semantic type. Predicate is an
indicator of the relation type inUMLS SemanticNetwork and
54 predicates are defined in the semantic network of UMLS
(e.g., DISRUPTS is one of them).

2.3. Salient Information Summarization. In this task, a sema-
ntic predication such as “TP53 gene | ASSOCIATED WITH
| Carcinoma of bladder” is desirable, because it conveys the
salient information to the work of annotating gene and dis-
ease process information in a database like OMIM or GHR.
The semantic predicate “DELETION | COEXISTS WITH
| Carcinoma of bladder” is not desirable, because it offers
no information addressing pathologic changes in disease
development for biomedical researchers [7].

In this study, we present a new summarization algorithm
that identifies the salient SemRep output. The algorithm
is evaluated by comparing its performance with that of
Combo [7], which is used in a genetic database curation
task. Combo uses three metrics, namely, KLD [13], 𝑅 log𝐹
[16], and PredScal [7]. KLD scores express a proportional
relationship among predicates across the entire dataset, while
𝑅 log𝐹 values express a binding between a single predicate
and its associated semantic types. Then a scaling function
PredScal is used to scale𝑅 log𝐹 values according to the spatial
proportions of predicates in a given dataset. In our method,
two metrics, KLD and MI, are combined to extract informa-
tion. KLD calculates the significance only for one entity in
two different datasets, and MI measures the reciprocity for
a pair of entities. Our method highlights the importance of
the predication by combining KLD and MI. Since these two
metrics are both entropy related, the combination of them
canhopefully improve the performance of the salient SemRep
extraction, which is also verified by our experimental results.

2.3.1. Kullback-Leibler Divergence. Kullback-Leibler Diver-
gence (KLD) is known as the relative entropy in informa-
tion theory to measure the relative distance between two

probability distributions. It is typically used in measuring the
similarity of the two models. If two models are completely
the same, the KLD score is 0. In the field of IR, a special
feature distributing in the two data sets can be seen as two
different distribution models. We select part of data set 𝑃
from a large data set 𝑄. In the two datasets, 𝑃 and 𝑄, the
importance of a feature in the small data set can be measured
by the value of KLD. A large value of KLD indicates that there
is a large difference in the characteristics of small data set and
the distribution of large data sets.Therefore, we can conclude
that this feature is a salient role to the data set 𝑃. Consider

𝐷 (𝑃 ‖ 𝑄) = ∑𝑃 (𝑥) log2 (
𝑃 (𝑥)

𝑄 (𝑥)
) , (1)

where 𝑥 represents the relative frequency of each unique
predicate in each distribution. In our study, we choose the
distribution of SemRep predicates resulting from a PubMed
query that expresses the seed topic, as distribution 𝑃, with a
large dataset of predicates of all SemRep predicates between
January 1, 1999, and July 31, 2013, as distribution 𝑄. The
individual KLD calculation (before summing) indicates the
prevalence of each predicate in distribution𝑃. Semantic pred-
ications in both distributions are limited to those containing
a certain UMLS Metathesaurus seed topic.

2.3.2. Mutual Information. Mutual information (MI) is a
common analysis method of calculating linguistic model,
measuring reciprocity between the two objects [16]. In
processing discrimination issues, MI is used to measure the
object characteristics for one specific subject. Since MI does
not need to make any assumptions on the feature of the
words and the relationship between words categories, it is
very suitable for text classification with prospective job of
characteristics and categories.

In the dataset, certain semantic types and relation pred-
icates are associated with each other in the statistic char-
acteristic. In a particular search process for a seed topic
entity, we can obtain many relation predicates related to
the seed topic and semantic types related to a relation
predicate. For example, since our study aims to obtain the
genes related to the selected disease topic, gngm is the most
related semantic type. If an algorithm assigns a high score
to semantic type gngm, it is deemed to be effective in this
step of the information extraction. Since MI can measure the
reciprocity between semantic types and relation predicates,
it is applied in our study to filter out the semantic types and
relation predicates. MI is defined as follows:

𝐼 (𝑥; 𝑦) = ∑

𝑥,𝑦

𝑝 (𝑥, 𝑦) log
𝑝 (𝑥, 𝑦)

𝑝 (𝑥) 𝑝 (𝑦)
, (2)

where 𝑥 represents the semantic type of the entity and 𝑦
represents the relation predicate. For every 𝑥 and 𝑦, we use
MI to calculate potential relationships between them. We
figure out the semantic type probability 𝑝(𝑥) and the relation
predicate probability 𝑝(𝑦) from the data set, using them in
the mutual information process.
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2.3.3. Semantic Association Generation. KLD is effective in
the relation predicate extraction, and MI can extract the
reciprocity between semantic type and predicate. Therefore,
a novel algorithm combining KLD and MI, called KM, is
brought up to extract salient relations among kinds of entities:

KM (𝑒1, 𝑒2) = KLD ∗MI, (3)

where 𝑒
1
represents the seed disease topic and 𝑒

2
represents

the entity related to 𝑒
1
. KLD represents the score of relation

predicate between 𝑒
1
and 𝑒

2
. MI represents the score of

relation predicate and the semantic type of 𝑒
2
.

2.4. Hidden Relation Extraction

2.4.1. Deep Graph Search. As discussed in previous section,
we use the KM algorithm to rank the pairs of semantic
types and relation predicates and retain the most important
ordered pairs for the seed topic. Then the direct relations
between diseases and genes can be obtained from the selected
relation predicates and semantic types. However, there could
be many hidden relations among the biomedical entities
(such as drugs, proteins, genes, etc.) in the biomedical texts.
These hidden relations are constructed by searching the
direct relation between medical entities extracted by the
KM method. The extraction of these hidden relations can
significantly promote the development of new drugs and
provide new ideas in medical diagnosis.

Then how can one discover the hidden relations between
two entities? Wilkowski et al. presented a methodology
to decompose ABC model to AnC model using semantic
representations and graph algorithms [17]. Inspired by their
AnCmodel, we split AnC toA𝑟

1
B𝑟
2
C⋅ ⋅ ⋅AnCwith deep graph

search accomplished by the DFS algorithm of graph theory
[18], where 𝑟 is relation predicate. The details are introduced
as follows.

Firstly, a direct unweighted graph consisting of nodes
and arcs is constructed. A node in the graph represents a
biomedical entity and an arc is a directed edge from one
entity to another. Since many kinds of relation predicates
(such as ASSOCIATED WITH, PART OF, and ISA) exist
between the entities, they are also regarded as nodes. As
a consequence, there would be many paths between two
biomedical entities. However, some high frequency general
entities such as “GENE” and “PATIENTS” with large degree
usually have high transition probability and similarity with
other nodes and appear among the top 𝑁 ranking nodes.
Therefore, we introduce the inverse document frequency,
IDF
𝑖
, to filter out these general entities in our original corpus

before DFS is executed [19]. Consider

IDF
𝑖
= log( 𝐷

𝐷
𝑖

) , (4)

where𝐷 is the number of different documents in the corpus.
𝐷
𝑖
is the document frequency of entity 𝑖. The nodes are

ranked by the weight of inverse document frequency.
Secondly, all the paths between any ordered pairs are

found with the method of DFS. However, since there are
nearly 3,000 nodes and 26,000 arcs in the graph, the time

complexity for deep search is too high to afford. There-
fore, we restrict the path lengths to depth 4 and depth
6 since the relation predicates are also nodes; the lengths
of path from one entity to another can only be 2, 4, 6,
8, . . .. That is to say, the pair of predicate and entity is
two different nodes in the graph, and the graph depth
increases by 2 for each step forward. For example, in the
predicate Carcinoma of bladder→AFFECTS→ Smoker→
PREDISPOSES→Chromosomal Instability, there are four
nodes followed by the starting node Carcinoma of bladder for
depth 4.

2.4.2. Weak Relation Filtering. Numerous paths from one
entity to others are extracted with the DFSmethod. However,
not all the paths are salient for each entity.Therefore, we need
to filter out the entities which areweakly related to the current
entity. Bordino et al. performed a lazy random walk with
restart to retrieve entity recommendations from the networks
[20]. Compared to standardweb search engines, theirmethod
provides novel results from the datasets. Inspired by their
work, we apply the random walk algorithm [21, 22] to select
the salient relations among all kinds of entities.

In our method, the random walk algorithm shown in
Algorithm 1 is used to rank the relations according to the
random access probability. This process retains the paths
whose destination node is one of the top 𝑁 entities which
have higher transition probability from the current entity.

Algorithm 1 (random walk algorithm).

Input

Directed weighted graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸);
Starting node 𝑛;
Restart probability 𝛼.

Output

Stationary vector for a RandomWalk starting at 𝑛.

Procedures

(1) Let 𝑠 be the restart vector with all its entries initialized
to 0 except a 1 for the entry denoted by 𝑛;

(2) Let𝑀 be the row normalized adjacency (transition)
matrix defined by 𝐺;

(3) Initialize 𝑥 := 𝑠;
(4) While (𝑥 has not converged)

𝑥 := 𝛼𝑠 + (1−𝛼)𝑀𝑇𝑥; (5)

(5) Output 𝑥.

First of all, we define the weights of arcs as the frequency
of directed cooccurrence of two entities. For two entities, 𝑗
and 𝑠, 𝐶

𝑗𝑠
denotes the directed cooccurrence frequency of 𝑗

to 𝑠 in the corpus of all directed relations. Considering that
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the random walk is an iterative algorithm which has many
steps before convergence (from step 0 to step 𝑡), the weight
of arc between 𝑗 and 𝑠 from step 𝑡 to step 𝑡 + 1 is defined as
𝑃
𝑡+1|𝑡

(𝑠 | 𝑗). Consider

𝑃
𝑡+1|𝑡 (𝑠 | 𝑗) =

{{

{{

{

(1 − 𝛼)
𝜆
𝑗𝑠
𝐶
𝑗𝑠

∑
𝑖
𝜆
𝑗𝑖
𝐶
𝑗𝑖

∀𝑠 ̸= 𝑗

𝛼 𝑠 = 𝑗,

(6)

where 𝐶
𝑗𝑖
is the cooccurrence degree from node 𝑗 to 𝑖. Let

the self-transition probability be 𝛼 (also called the restart
probability). It allows random walk to stay in place and
reinforces the importance of the starting point by slowing
diffusion to other nodes. 𝜆

𝑗𝑖
is the KM coefficient of the

relation category corresponding to the arc from 𝑗 to 𝑖.
Then, we calculate the one-step transition probabilities

as a matrix 𝑀 whose 𝑗th row and 𝑠th column element is
𝑃
𝑡+1|𝑡(𝑠 | 𝑗). The random walk algorithm could be described

as a process like this: we compute the transition probability
from node 𝑗 to 𝑠 in 𝑡 steps denoted by 𝑃

𝑡|0
(𝑠 | 𝑗) and equal to

[𝑀
𝑇
]
𝑗𝑠
. Then the probabilities of all paths between the two

nodes should be accumulated. So, if there are many paths
between two nodes, the transition probability will be high.
The parameter 𝛼 in our experiment is set to 0.7, which is
an empirical value [22]. As convergence criterion, we check
whether the weight difference between two iterative steps
is less than the threshold (10−6), or we can just stop the
algorithm after a specific number of iterations (e.g., 50). The
optimal parameters are determined through experiments.

Finally, we obtain two matrixes: the transition matrix
𝑅
𝑛×𝑛

which records the transition probability between each
node pair and the similarity matrix 𝑆

𝑛×𝑛
which records the

similarity between each node pair.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

3.1. KM Performance Analysis

3.1.1. Entity Predication Extraction. In our experiments, 1,293
Medline citations focused on genetic etiology of bladder
cancer are used. SemRep processes these citations and returns
8,241 semantic predications. Then KM algorithm is applied
in disease-gene predication. More relations (among genes,
proteins, diseases, symptoms, etc.) are extracted by deep
graph search.

Similar to the Combomethod, our salient summarization
method is applied in the disease-gene predication. With
Carcinoma of bladder as the seed topic, KLDmethod extracts
the relation predicates in the data set. Relation predicates
with KLD scores larger than 0.01 (which is determined
through experiments) are displayed in Table 1. It can be seen
that ASSOCIATED WITH is the most salient relation about
Carcinoma of bladder. MI here is used as a measure of the
cooccurrence information between the relation predicates
and the entity semantic types. MI scores semantic types
related to the relation predicates. The entity semantic types
and the relation predicate salient in the data set are chosen
from the MI results.

Table 1: Kullback-Leibler Divergence scores of relations between
Carcinoma of bladder and genes.

Relation KLD
ASSOCIATED WITH 0.264763
PART OF 0.196826
PREDISPOSES 0.056031
COEXISTS WITH 0.047783
AFFECTS 0.017736

Table 2: Full name for semantic types in disease-gene predication.

Semantic type Full name
aapp Amino acid, peptide, or protein
bacs Biologically active substance
celc Cell component
cell Cell
comd Cell or molecular dysfunction
gngm Gene or genome
neop Neoplastic process
tisu Tissue

Table 3: KM scores of predicates and semantic types between
Carcinoma of bladder and genes.

Semantic type Relation KM
gngm ASSOCIATED WITH 0.036137
tisu PART OF 0.007876
aapp ASSOCIATED WITH 0.007778
bacs ASSOCIATED WITH 0.004029
comd COEXISTS WITH 0.001836

All novel semantic predications including KLD top rela-
tions and the MI ranking results are extracted as salient out-
put. We identify the salient output using the most prominent
predicates and semantic types in KLD and MI computation
and then extract all genetic entities serving as subject or
object arguments in the salient output.

The results of KM are shown in Table 3. The highest-
ranking semantic type gngm (the abbreviation of Gene or
Genome; the full names for the semantic types are shown in
Table 2) is the semantic type for gene which we need. That
is to say, ASSOCIATED WITH is the most relevant relation
predicate between the diseases and genes. To compare the
performance of KM algorithm with that of Combo, we
reproduce the Combo algorithm as the control test in our ten
years’ corpus. The result of Combo is shown in Table 4. The
ranking of gngm (first) in the KM results is superior to that
(second) in Combo results. In addition, though the scores of
the two algorithms are with different standards, it can be seen
that gngm ASSOCIATED WITH ranks first and has a KM
score of 0.036137which ismuch higher than the others.While
in Table 4, gngm ASSOCIATED WITH ranks the second
and its score is almost the same with the third ranking
celc PART OF. That shows KM has a better performance in
extracting the entity semantic types and relation predicates
than Combo.
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Table 4: Combo scores of predicates and semantic types between
Carcinoma of bladder and genes.

Semantic type Relation Combo
tisu PART OF 0.355117
gngm ASSOCIATED WITH 0.212097
celc PART OF 0.208429
aapp ASSOCIATED WITH 0.119630
cell PART OF 0.098452

3.1.2. Performance Evaluation. To evaluate the performance
of KM method, the performance of the topic-related genetic
entity extraction is explored. Similar to the method used in
[7], the extracted genetic entity names are normalized to
the associated gene names in Entrez Gene and compared to
a reference standard of genes implicated in bladder cancer
development in the OMIM and GHR records.

To compare with Combo, the same metrics, namely,
recall, precision, and 𝐹-score (defined as 𝐹 = (2𝑃𝑅)/(𝑃 +

𝑅) where 𝑃 denotes precision and 𝑅 recall) used in [7],
are employed to evaluate KM’s performance. Recalls are
calculated by comparing outputs to the reference standard
of genes noted in relevant GHR and OMIM records. The
reference standard provides a list of genes whose values have
already been confirmed within the task of secondary genetic
database curation, because GHR and OMIM curators have
annotated their potential roles in bladder cancer develop-
ment. In addition,𝑅@𝑁, the recall in the top𝑁 results, is used
to evaluate the recall performance in only the topmost results
returned by different methods. The results of the reference
standard analysis are listed in Table 5. KM and Combo
methods achieve the same recall (61%) since they are both
based on semantic predications generated by the SemRep,
while these predications only include the eight genes of the
total thirteen genes (61%). However, the genes summarized
by KMhave better rankings than those of Combo as shown in
Figure 2.Themean average precision (MAP) of KM (39.46%)
is higher than that of Combo (37.52%).

The metric precision indicates the ratio of the truly
relevant genes about Carcinoma of bladder which are found
by the method. To assess validity (true positive or false
positive status) for the additional genes, Genes into Reference
(GeneRIF) notations in relevant NCBI Entrez Gene records
are reviewed for disease process implication [7]. If the
relevant Entrez Gene record does not contain applicable
GeneRIFs but otherwise notes bladder cancer association in
NCBI PubMed, the gene is assigned true positive status.
Precision is evaluated by taking the previously established
true positive findings into account with the additional genes.
Similar to 𝑅@𝑁, the precision in the top 𝑁 results, 𝑃@𝑁
is used to evaluate the precision performance in only the
topmost results returned by different methods.

KM returned 84 results, amongwhich 50 genes are related
to Carcinoma of bladder in PubMed and regarded as true
positive (TP). The precision of KM is 60%. In 95 results
returned by Combo, 49 genes are true positive (TP), and the
precision of Combo is 53%.TheKMmethod achieves a better
precision than the Combo method. In addition, as shown in

Table 5: Ranking and recall for genes confirmed with reference
standard for IDF results.

Gene KM
ranking

KM
analysis

Combo
ranking

Combo
analysis

TP53 1 TP 1 TP
FGFR3 2 TP 2 TP
HRAS 6 TP 7 TP
TSC1 23 TP 26 TP
MDM2 29 TP 32 TP
RB1 58 TP 70 TP
ERCC2 70 TP 82 TP
NAT2 75 TP 87 TP
RAG1 NULL FN NULL FN
MTCYB NULL FN NULL FN
ATM NULL FN NULL FN
TGFB1 NULL FN NULL FN
ERBB3 NULL FN NULL FN
MAP 39.46% 37.52%
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Figure 2: 𝑅@𝑁 of KM and Combo. 𝑅@𝑁 is the recall of top 𝑁
samples in the ranking;𝑁 is the number of samples.

Figure 3, the 𝑃@𝑁 scores of KM are much higher than those
of Combo. All these show that the precision performance of
KM is better than that of Combo.

In addition, we calculate the𝐹-scores, the harmonicmean
of precision and recall, to assess the overall performance.The
KMmethod achieves an 𝐹-score of 61%, which is better than
that of the Combo method (57%).

To further assess the performance of the KM algorithm,
we applied KM and Combo in summarizing Parkinson
Disease SemRep data. The PubMed query is as follows:

(“2003/01/01” [Publication Date]: “2013/07/31” [Pub-
lication Date]) AND (Parkinson Disease/genetics
[majr] AND Parkinson Disease/etiology [majr])
AND English [la] AND humans [mh].

The query returned 2,159 abstracts focusing on genetic
etiology of Parkinson Disease.Then SemRep processed these
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Table 6: Ranking and MAP for genes related to Parkinson Disease
confirmed with reference standard.

Gene KM
ranking

KM
analysis

Combo
ranking

Combo
analysis

LRRK2 1 TP 3 TP
PARK7 2 TP 7 TP
PINK1 5 TP 11 TP
SNCA 8 TP 14 TP
GIGYF2 9 TP 16 TP
NR4A2 11 TP 28 TP
VPS35 12 TP 24 TP
PARK2 13 TP 25 TP
ATP13A2 20 TP 40 TP
GBA 24 TP 39 TP
UCHL1 NULL FN NULL FN
PRKAG2 NULL FN NULL FN
SNCB NULL FN NULL FN
PLA2G6 NULL FN NULL FN
PDE8B NULL FN NULL FN
NDUFAF3 NULL FN NULL FN
FOXRED1 NULL FN NULL FN
NDUFA11 NULL FN NULL FN
NDUFA1 NULL FN NULL FN
NDUFAF2 NULL FN NULL FN
NDUFAF4 NULL FN NULL FN
NDUFAF5 NULL FN NULL FN
NDUFAF6 NULL FN NULL FN
NDUFS1 NULL FN NULL FN
NDUFS2 NULL FN NULL FN
NDUFS4 NULL FN NULL FN
NUBPL NULL FN NULL FN
SLC6A3 NULL FN NULL FN
DRD4 NULL FN NULL FN
FGF20 NULL FN NULL FN
SNCAIP NULL FN NULL FN
NDUFV2 NULL FN NULL FN
STX1B NULL FN NULL FN
NDUFV1 NULL FN NULL FN
HP NULL FN NULL FN
PARK NULL FN NULL FN
MAP 62.66% 27.86%

abstracts, resulting in 9,171 semantic predications. Recalls are
calculated by reference to the standard of genes noted in
relevantGHRandOMIMrecords.The results of the reference
standard analysis are listed in Table 6. As with the results of
bladder cancer, although the recalls of KM and Combo are
both 27%, the genes summarized by KMhave better rankings
than those of Combo. In addition, the MAP of KM (62.66%)
is also higher than that of Combo (27.86%).
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Figure 3: 𝑃@𝑁 of KM and Combo. 𝑃@𝑁 is the precision of top𝑁
samples in the ranking.𝑁 is the number of samples.

The precision is the metric of the truly relevant genes
about Parkinson Disease. To assess validity for the additional
genes, wemarked the top 100 results returned by twomethods
referring to PubMed. There are 80 genes related to Parkinson
Disease returned by KM, while only 53 genes are returned by
Combo. That is to say, KM achieves a higher precision (80%)
than Combo does (53%) in the top 100 Parkinson Disease
results.

We also calculate the𝐹-scores to assess the overall perfor-
mance on Parkinson Disease. The 𝐹-score of KM (40.37%) is
better than that of the Combo method (35.77%).

3.2. Hidden Relation Extraction

3.2.1. Deep Graph Search Analysis. The KM method com-
pletes the extraction of entity semantic types and rela-
tion predicates. Then a deep search method is applied to
automatically decompose the KM results using semantic
representations and graph algorithms. Deep extraction helps
to understand interactions between entities. Our method
executes deep search for the new discovery based on entity
relationship diagram.

In our experiments, depth 4 and 6 are selected as the
stopping conditions for the DFS algorithm, respectively. At
depth 4, 1,896 semantic predications are retained after being
filtered by IDF scores, and it costs a maximum running time
of three minutes to generate the reachable relation. At depth
6, 92,849 semantic predications are retained, while the maxi-
mum running time increases to 113 minutes. Empirically, our
experiments suggest that many associations are returned by
the algorithm, while few associations will be returned beyond
the maximum depth of 6. Hence, we also report here on
associations generated to the depth 6.

3.2.2. Weak Relation Filtering. In our study, the randomwalk
algorithm is used to calculate the similarity of biomedical
entities in the direct unweighted graph. Then the weak
relations are filtered out by the similarity threshold of random
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Figure 4: Disease information extracted by random walk with depth 4.

walk, which ensures that the hidden relations or paths are
more available. Transfer probability (set to 0.7 as discussed
in Section 2.4) is a restart probability in the random walk
process. According to the transfer probability scores, the
important relations are selected by the ranking. We analyze
the results and obtain a lot of important entities that did not
appear in the KM extraction results, including genes, drugs,
proteins, chemical elements, and symptoms.

Our scoring method ranks the entities based on the
stationary distribution of the random walk described above.
We obtain 240 semantic predications for depth 4 and 4,679
semantic predications for depth 6 by the random walk
filtering. Top 10 predications of depth 4 are shown in Box 1.
For example, we analyze the returned relations Carcinoma of
bladder→AFFECTS→ Smoker→ PREDISPOSES→Chrom-
osomal Instability and Carcinoma of bladder→AFFECTS→
Dysplasia→COEXISTS WITH→HRAS gene in Box 1 using
PubMed as the reference. There are 29 records returned
about Carcinoma of bladder and Smoker and 415 records
returned for Dysplasia and Carcinoma of bladder.

Box 1 is a part of the relations returned by random
walk with depth 4. The whole relations network is shown
in Figure 4, which illustrates the information of the seed
topic Carcinoma of bladder, which displays genes, drugs,

proteins, chemical elements, or symptoms in different colors.
The degree of the relation strength is shown by thick or thin
edges.

Similarly, top 10 predications of depth 6 are listed
in Box 2. Among others, the returned relation Carcinoma
of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→CDKN2A gene→ ISA→
Retinoids→ STIMULATES→TP53 gene shows that retinoids
are related to Carcinoma of bladder by stimulating TP53 gene.
The relation can also be verified with reference to PubMed.
The whole relations returned by random walk with depth 6
are shown in Figure 5. It illustrates more sufficient disease
information among all kinds of entities.

To highlight the performance of the AnC model based
on KM, the DFS process generated by the cooccurrence
pairs from SemRep was carried out. Without the KM sum-
marization, we take Parkinson Disease as the start node
and the entities most related to Parkinson Disease by the
cooccurrence as the end nodes of the DFS. The DFS outputs
are scored by random walk. The top 10 results of depth 4
and 6 are shown in Boxes 3 and 4, respectively. We can
see that some general terms, for example, Patients, Neo-
plasms, Malignant Neoplasms, Carcinoma, and Transitional
Cell, appear frequently in the results because thesewords have
high frequency in the cooccurrence with Parkinson Disease;
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Carcinoma of bladder→AFFECTS→ Smoker→PREDISPOSES→Chromosomal Instability
Carcinoma of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→ Smoker→PREDISPOSES→Chromosomal Instability
Carcinoma of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→TP53 gene→ INHIBITS→PROTEIN KINASE
Carcinoma of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→TP53 gene→ compared with→CA9 gene
Carcinoma of bladder→AFFECTS→Dysplasia→COEXISTS WITH→HRAS gene
Carcinoma of bladder→PROCESS OF→Primary Neoplasm→COEXISTS WITH→AKT1 gene
Carcinoma of bladder→PART OF→Primary Neoplasm→COEXISTS WITH→AKT1 gene
Carcinoma of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→RB1 gene→ASSOCIATED WITH→Epidermal Growth Factor
Receptor
Carcinoma of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→RB1 gene→ASSOCIATED WITH→Chromosomal Instability
Carcinoma of bladder→PART OF→Chromosomes, Human, Pair 9→ LOCATION OF→BRCA1 gene

Box 1: Top 10 predications scored by random walk with depth 4.
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Figure 5: Disease information extracted by random walk with depth 6.

but these relations cannot provide useful information in
disease analysis and, therefore, are of little value. To sum up,
comparing the results of KM based and cooccurrence based
AnC models, the performance of former is much better than
that of the latter.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we present an approach to automatically
construct disease related knowledge summarization from
biomedical literature, which can find not only direct relations
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Carcinoma of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→BAX gene→ASSOCIATED WITH→Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor→
INTERACTS WITH→TP53 gene
Carcinoma of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→BAX gene →ASSOCIATED WITH→PTEN gene→ INHIBITS→TP53 gene
Carcinoma of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→CDKN2A gene → ISA→Plants→ LOCATION OF→TP53 gene
Carcinoma of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→CDKN2A gene→ ISA→Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor→
INTERACTS WITH→TP53 gene
Carcinoma of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→CDKN2A gene→ ISA→Antineoplastic Agents→ INHIBITS→TP53 gene
Carcinoma of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→CDKN2A gene→ ISA→ cyclooxygenase 2→ INTERACTS WITH→TP53
gene
Carcinoma of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→CDKN2A gene → ISA→Enzymes→ INTERACTS WITH→TP53 gene
Carcinoma of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→CDKN2A gene→ ISA→Pharmaceutical Preparations→ INHIBITS→TP53
gene
Carcinoma of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→CDKN2A gene→ ISA→Pharmaceutical Preparations→ INTERACTS WITH
→TP53 gene
Carcinoma of bladder→COEXISTS WITH→CDKN2A gene→ ISA→Retinoids→ STIMULATES→TP53 gene

Box 2: Top 10 predications scored by random walk with depth 6.

Carcinoma of bladder→OCCURS IN→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Neoplasms
Carcinoma of bladder→NEG PROCESS OF→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Neoplasms
Carcinoma of bladder→PROCESS OF→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Neoplasms
Carcinoma of bladder→AFFECTS→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Neoplasms
Carcinoma of bladder→PART OF→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Neoplasms
Carcinoma of bladder→PART OF→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Genes
Carcinoma of bladder→AFFECTS→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Genes
Carcinoma of bladder→NEG PROCESS OF→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Genes
Carcinoma of bladder→PROCESS OF→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Genes
Carcinoma of bladder→OCCURS IN→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Genes

Box 3: Top 10 predications of cooccurence scored by random walk with depth 4.

Carcinoma of bladder→OCCURS IN→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Carcinoma, Transitional Cell→ ISA→Malignant
Neoplasms
Carcinoma of bladder→NEG PROCESS OF→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Carcinoma, Transitional Cell→ ISA→
Malignant Neoplasms
Carcinoma of bladder→PART OF→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Carcinoma, Transitional Cell→CAUSES→Malignant
Neoplasms
Carcinoma of bladder→PROCESS OF→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Carcinoma, Transitional Cell→PART OF→
Malignant Neoplasms
Carcinoma of bladder→NEG PROCESS OF→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Carcinoma, Transitional Cell→AFFECTS→
Malignant Neoplasms
Carcinoma of bladder→NEG PROCESS OF→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Carcinoma, Transitional Cell→
COEXISTS WITH→Malignant Neoplasms
Carcinoma of bladder→PROCESS OF→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Carcinoma, Transitional Cell→AFFECTS→
Malignant Neoplasms
Carcinoma of bladder→OCCURS IN→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Carcinoma, Transitional Cell→COEXISTS WITH→
Malignant Neoplasms
Carcinoma of bladder→NEG PROCESS OF→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Carcinoma, Transitional Cell→CAUSES→
Malignant Neoplasms
Carcinoma of bladder→PART OF→Patients→ LOCATION OF→Carcinoma, Transitional Cell→ ISA→Malignant
Neoplasms

Box 4: Top 10 predications of cooccurence scored by random walk with depth 6.
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between biomedical entities but also their hidden relations.
Firstly, the approach applies the KMmethod to extract salient
genetics information from disease-gene predications. The
method is evaluated with a previously established reference
standard and achieves an 𝐹-score of 61%, which is better than
that of the Combo method (57%).

Secondly, in our approach, a graph-based methodology
based Semantic MEDLINE is presented to mine hidden
relations between biomedical entities.Then excessive outputs
of deep graph search are filtered out by the random walk
algorithm, which uses the transfer probability as a criterion
to select relations between entities. Our experimental results
show that themethod of deep graph search can obtain hidden
salient relations.

In the future, we will further improve the performance
of our method and construct a comprehensive biomedical
information summarization system which can effectively
extract hidden relations among all kinds of entities from
biomedical literature.
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Nowadays, the amount of biomedical literatures is growing at an explosive speed, and there is much useful knowledge undiscovered
in this literature. Researchers can form biomedical hypotheses through mining these works. In this paper, we propose a supervised
learning based approach to generate hypotheses from biomedical literature. This approach splits the traditional processing of
hypothesis generation with classic ABC model into AB model and BC model which are constructed with supervised learning
method. Compared with the concept cooccurrence and grammar engineering-based approaches like SemRep, machine learning
based models usually can achieve better performance in information extraction (IE) from texts. Then through combining the two
models, the approach reconstructs the ABC model and generates biomedical hypotheses from literature. The experimental results
on the three classic Swanson hypotheses show that our approach outperforms SemRep system.

1. Introduction

Literature-based discovery (LBD) was pioneered by Swanson
in the 1980s and it focuses on finding new relationships in
existing knowledge from unrelated literatures and provides
logical explanations [1–3]. Swanson’s method is to find a
bridge that links two conceptually related topics that ought to
have been studied together but never have been. For instance,
in his initial work [1], Swanson found there are some types
of blood disorders in patients with Raynaud’s phenomenon
(A), such as high blood viscosity (B), and at the same time he
found that fish oil (C) can reduce blood viscosity (B) in other
literatures. Since no literature had proved the relationship
between fish oil (C) and Raynaud’s phenomenon (A) at
that time, Swanson proposed that fish oil (C) might treat
Raynaud’s phenomenon (A), and this hypothesis was verified
in medical experiments two years later. In this hypothesis,
the topic of blood viscosity (B) served as a bridge between
the topics of Raynaud’s phenomenon (A) and dietary fish oil
(C). Swanson summarized this method as ABC model and
he has published several other medical discoveries using this
methodology [2, 3].

Since Swanson reported that literature-based discoveries
are actually possible, many works have contributed more

advanced and automated methods for LBD. Most of the
early LBD researches adopted information retrieval (IR)
techniques to illustrate the effectiveness of the ABC model
for LBD. The idea behind these methods is that the higher
cooccurrence frequency the two concepts A and B have, the
more related they are. By using the statistical characteristics,
the ABC model is automatically achieved. Weeber et al.
used concept cooccurrence as a relation measure and applied
UMLS semantic types for filtering [4, 5]. For example, the
semantic type of one of the cooccurring concepts might
be set to disease or syndrome and the other to phar-
macologic substance; thus only cooccurrences between a
disease and a drug are found. Srinivasan [6] developed a
system, called Manjal, which uses Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH) terms as concepts and termweights instead of simple
term frequencies. The system uses an information retrieval
measure based on term cooccurrence for ranking. Yetisgen-
Yildiz and Pratt [7] developed a system, called LitLinker,
which incorporates knowledge-based methodologies with
a statistical method. LitLinker marks the terms with z-
scores and the terms which are larger than a predefined
threshold as the correlated terms to the starting or link-
ing term, and the authors evaluate LitLinker’s performance
by adopting the information retrieval metrics of precision
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and recall. However, all the methods mentioned above are
mainly based on statistical characters. The main issue of
the hypothesis generation approach based on cooccurrence
is that the extracted relationships lack logical explanations.
On one side, some extracted pairs of entities are completely
uncorrelated actually but the high cooccurrence frequency
shows a strong association between them. On the other side,
although two entities have strong semantic correlations, they
might not be extracted from literature because of their low
cooccurrence frequency in literature. In addition, although
these approaches based on cooccurrence succeed in finding
intermediate (B) concepts, they provide no insight into the
nature of the relationships among such concepts [8].

Recently Hu et al. [9] presented a system called Bio-
SARS (Biomedical Semantic-Based Association Rule Sys-
tem), which utilizes both semantic information and associ-
ation rules to expand the number of semantic types proposed
by Weeber, and this system achieves better performance.
Miyanishi et al. advanced the concept of semantic simi-
larity between events based on semantic information [10].
Hristovski et al. combined two natural language processing
systems, SemRep and BioMedLee, to provide predications,
and analysis using predications can support an explana-
tion of potential discoveries [11]. Cohen et al. proposed
the Predication-Based Semantic Indexing (PSI) approach to
search predications extracted from the biomedical litera-
ture by the SemRep system [12]. Cameron et al. presented
a methodology that leverages the semantics of assertions
extracted from biomedical literature (called semantic predi-
cations) along with structured background knowledge- and
graph-based algorithms to semiautomatically capture the
informative associations originally discovered manually by
Swanson [8]. However, all the above hypothesis generation
approaches based on semantic information and association
rules utilize the semantic extraction tool, SemRep system.
And the performance of SemRep is not perfect: its precision,
recall, and F-score are 0.73, 0.55, and 0.63, respectively [13].
On one side, low recall (55%) means a substantial number of
semantic associations between entities will be missing, and
on the other side, low precision (73%) means many false
semantic associations will be returned.

The aim of our work is to find an effective method to
extract semantic relationships from biomedical literature.
In this paper, we propose a supervised learning based
approach to generate hypotheses from biomedical literature.
This approach divides the traditional hypothesis generation
model, ABCmodel, into twomachine learning basedmodels:
AB and BC models. The AB model is used to determine
whether a physiological phenomenon (linking term B) is
caused by a disease (initial term A) in a sentence and the
BCmodel is used to determine whether there exists an entity
(e.g., pharmacologic substance, target term C) having phys-
iological effects (linking term B) in a sentence. Compared
with the concept cooccurrence and grammar engineering-
based approaches like SemRep,machine learning basedmod-
els usually can achieve better performance in information
extraction (IE) from texts [14]. In our experiments, the
performances of AB and BC models (both are more than
0.76 measured in F-score) are much better than that of
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Figure 1: Open discovery process: a one direction search process
which starts at A and results in C.

SemRep (0.63 in F-score [13]). Then through combining
the two models, the approach reconstructs the ABC model
and generates biomedical hypotheses from literatures. The
experimental results on the three classic Swanson hypotheses
also show that our approach achieves better performance
than the SemRep system.

2. Related Resources and Tools

2.1. Open and Closed Discovery. Weeber et al. summa-
rized that the hypothesis-generating approaches proposed
by Swanson are considered open discovery and the testing
approaches are considered closed discovery [4].

Open Discovery. The process of open discovery is charac-
terized by the generation of a hypothesis. Figure 1 depicts
the open discovery approach, beginning with disease A. The
researcher will try to find interesting clues (B), typically
physiological processes, which play a role in the disease
under scrutiny. Next, he (or she) tries to identify C-terms,
typically substances, which act on the selected Bs. As a result
of the process, the researcher may form the hypothesis that
substance C

𝑛
can be used for the treatment of disease A via

pathway B
𝑛
.

Closed Discovery. A closed discovery process is the testing
of a hypothesis. If the researcher has already formed a
hypothesis, possibly by the open discovery route described
above, he (or she) can elaborate and test it from the literature.
Figure 2 depicts the approach: starting from both disease
A and substance C, the researcher tries to find common
intermediate B terms.

2.2. MetaMap and Semantic Type. MetaMap is a highly
configurable application developed by the ListerHill National
Center for Biomedical Communications at the National
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Figure 2: Closed discovery process: the process starts simultane-
ously from A and C resulting in overlapping Bs.

Library of Medicine (NLM) to map biomedical text to the
UMLS Metathesaurus or, equivalently, to identify Metathe-
saurus concepts referred to in English text. Because every
concept in the Metathesaurus has been assigned one or more
semantic types, we filter the results of the text-to-concept
mapping process by means of the semantic types. In the
different stages of the process, we employ different semantic
filters. For example, in the stage of selecting intermediate B
terms we choose the terms with functional semantic types
such as biologic function, cell function, phenomenon or
process, and physiologic function. When selecting dietary
factors as A terms, we choose the concepts with functional
semantic types such as vitamin, lipid, and element, ion, or
isotope. Table 1 provides the functional semantic types that
we use to filter the linking terms and target terms in our
experiments.

2.3. SemRep and SemMedDB. SemRep was developed at the
National Library of Medicine and is a program that extracts
semantic predications (subject-relation-object triples) from
biomedical free text. For example, from the sentence in
Table 2, SemRep extracts four predications (as shown in
Table 2). Semantic Medline Database (SemMedDB) is a
repository of semantic predications extracted by SemRep.
SemMedDB currently contains information about approxi-
mately 70 million predications from all of PubMed citations
(more than 23.5 million citations, as of April 1, 2014) and
forms the backbone of Semantic Medline application [15].

2.4. General Concepts Filtering. Many general concepts will
be generated after the processing of Named Entity Recog-
nition (NER) by MetaMap. General concepts refer to the
terms which have relationships with many entities but have
meaningless concept, such as “disease.” Because the existence
of general concepts may reduce the effect of knowledge
discovery, they need to be filtered. In our experiment, first we
extract all the sentences with relations such as “subject ISA
object” from SemMedDB and then a general concept list is

Table 1: The semantic type filter used in our experiments.

Linking term Target term
Biologic function Organic chemical
Cell function Lipid
Finding Pharmacologic substance
Molecular function Vitamin
Organism function Element, ion, or isotope
Organ or tissue function
Pathologic function
Phenomenon or process
Physiologic function

constructed by collecting all the objects from the sentences.
All the relations used in our experiment are PART OF,
LOCATION OF, and ISA.

2.5. Stanford Parser. The Stanford Parser was built by the
Stanford NLP (natural language processing) Group in the
1990s. It is a program that works out the grammatical
structure of sentences, for instance, which groups of words
go together (as “phrases”) and which words are the subject or
object of a verb.Theprimary function of the StanfordParser is
to analyze and extract the syntactic structure of sentences and
part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging). The parser provides
Stanford Dependencies output as well as phrase structure
trees. In our method, the features of the graph kernel-based
method are extracted by the Stanford Parser [17].

3. Method

For knowledge discovery, we split the traditional ABCmodel
into twomodels—ABmodel and BCmodel. Both models are
constructed by using cotraining methods.The purpose of AB
model is to determine whether a physiological phenomenon
(linking term) is caused by a disease (initial term) in a
sentence, and the BC model is used to judge whether there
exists an entity (target term) having physiological effects
(linking term) on human beings in a sentence.

The supervised learning methods used in our experi-
ment are all kernel-based methods, and kernel methods are
effective alternatives to explicit feature extraction [18]. They
retain the original representation of objects and use the object
only via computing a kernel function between a pair of
objects. Such a kernel function makes it possible to compute
the similarity between objects without enumerating all the
features. And the features we employ in our experiment are
as follows.

3.1. Feature Sets. A kernel can be thought of as a similarity
function for pairs of objects. The following features are used
in our feature-based kernel.

(i) Neighboring Words. In a sentence, the words surrounding
two concepts have a significant impact on the existence of
the relationship between the two concepts. In our method,
the words surrounding two concepts are considered the
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Table 2: The semantic type filter used in our experiments.

Sentence We used hemofiltration to treat a patient with digoxin overdose that was complicated
by refractory hyperkalemia

Extracted predications
(subject-relation-object triples)

Hemofiltration-TREATS-Patients
Digoxin overdose-PROCESS OF-Patients
Hyperkalemia-COMPLICATES-Digoxin overdose
Hemofiltration-TREATS(INFER)-Digoxin overdose

neighboring words feature. This feature consists of all the
words that are located between the two concepts, words
surrounding two protein names, which include three words
to the left of the first protein name and three words to the
right of the second protein name. We add a prefix to each
word to distinguish the different positions of the words. For
example, the word “word” is expressed in the above three
cases as “m word,” “l word,” and “r word,” respectively.When
using the neighboring word feature, a dictionary of the whole
corpus will be established, and a sentence is represented as
a Boolean vector, where “1” means the feature exists in the
sentences and “0” means the feature does not exist in the
sentence.

(ii) Entity Name Distance. Under the assumption that the
shorter the distance (the number of words) between two
entity names is, the more likely the two proteins have
interaction relation, the distance is chosen as a feature. The
feature value is set as the number of words between two entity
names.

(iii) Relationship Words. Through analyzing the corpus, we
make the hypothesis: if there exists a relationship between
two entity concepts, there will be a greater probability that
some verbs or their variants appear surrounding the two
concepts, such as “activation,” “induce,” and “modulate.”
These words are used as relationship words in our method.
We build a relationship words list of about 500, and the list
is used to determine whether there is a relationship between
the two entity concepts in the sentences. Boolean “1” means
the relationship word exists in the sentence and “0” means it
does not exist.

(iv) Negative Words. Some negative words such as “not,”
“neither,” and “no” exist in some sentences, and these negative
words express that there is no relationship between two entity
concepts. If a negative word and a relationship word cooccur
in a sentence, it is difficult to judge whether there exists
a relationship in the sentences only based on relationship
words, so negativewords features were introduced to improve
the situation. Boolean “1” means the negative word exists in
the sentence and “0” means it does not exist.

For example, in sentence A, “Quercetin, one of the
most representative C0596577 compounds, is involved in
antiradical, C0003402, and prooxidant biological processes,”
all the features extracted from it are shown in Table 3 (we
preprocessed sentence A with MetaMap, and the two target
entities are represented by their CUIs). Finally, the sentence
will be represented by a feature vector.

Table 3: Features extracted from example sentence A.

Feature names Feature values
Left words l the, l most, l representative
Words between two
entity names

m compounds, m is, m involved, m in,
m antiradical

Right words r and, r prooxidant, r biological
Relationship words involved
Protein name distance 5
Negative word —

3.2. Graph Kernel. In our experiment, all the sentences
are parsed by Stanford Parser to generate the output of
dependency path and POS path. A graph kernel calculates
the similarity between two input graphs by comparing the
relations between commonvertices (nodes).Thegraph kernel
used in our method is the all-paths graph kernel proposed by
Airola et al. [19]. The kernel represents the target pair using
graph matrices based on two subgraphs, where the graph
features include all nonzero elements in the graph matrices.
The two subgraphs are a parse structure subgraph (PSS) and
a linear order subgraph (LOS), as shown in Figure 3. PSS
represents the parse structure of a sentence and includesword
or link vertices. A word vertex contains its lemma and its
POS, while a link vertex contains its link. Additionally, both
types of vertices contain their positions relative to the shortest
path. LOS represents the word sequence in the sentence and
thus has word vertices, each of which contains its lemma, its
relative position to the target pair, and its POS.

For the calculation, two types of matrices are used: a label
matrix 𝐿 and an edge matrix 𝐴. The label matrix is a (sparse)
𝑁×𝐿matrix, where𝑁 is the number of vertices (nodes) and
𝐿 is the number of labels. It represents the correspondence
between labels and vertices, where 𝐿

𝑖𝑗
is equal to 1 if the 𝑖th

vertex corresponds to the 𝑗th label and 0 otherwise.The edge
matrix is a (sparse)𝑁×𝑁matrix and represents the relation
between pairs of vertices, where 𝐴

𝑖𝑗
is a weight 𝑤

𝑖𝑗
if the 𝑖th

vertex is connected to the 𝑗th vertex and 0 otherwise. The
weight is a predefined constant whereby the edges on the
shortest paths are assigned a weight of 0.9 and other edges
receive a weight of 0.3. Using the Neumann Series, a graph
matrix 𝐺 is calculated as

𝐺 = 𝐿
𝑇

∞

∑

𝑛=1
𝐴
𝑛
𝐿 = 𝐿

𝑇
((𝐼 −𝐴)

−1
− 𝐼) 𝐿. (1)

This matrix represents the sums of all the path weights
between any pair of vertices resulting in entries representing
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Figure 3: Graph representation generated from an example sentence. The candidate interaction pair is marked as PROT1 and PROT2; the
third protein is marked as PROT. The shortest path between the proteins is shown in bold. In the dependency based subgraph all nodes in a
shortest path are specialized using a posttag (IP). In the linear order subgraph possible tags are before (B), middle (M), and after (A). For the
other two candidate pairs in the sentence, graphs with the same structure but different weights and labels would be generated.

the strength of the relation between each pair of vertices.
Using two input graph matrices 𝐺 and 𝐺, the graph kernel
𝑘(𝐺, 𝐺


) is the sum of the products of the common relations’

weights, given by

𝑘 (𝐺, 𝐺

) =

𝐿

∑

𝑖=1

𝐿

∑

𝑗=1
𝐺
𝑖𝑗
𝐺


𝑖𝑗
. (2)

3.3. Cotraining Algorithm. Cotraining is a semisupervised
learning algorithm used when there are only small amounts
of labeled data and large amounts of unlabeled data, and it
requires two views of the data [20]. It assumes that each exam-
ple is described using two different feature sets that provide
different, complementary information about the instance.
Cotraining first learns a separate classifier for each view using
any labeled examples.Themost confident predictions of each
classifier on the unlabeled data are then used to iteratively
construct additional labeled training data. In our experiment,
the two different feature sets used to describe a sentence
are word features and grammatical features (graph kernel
extracted by Stanford Parser), respectively.

4. Classification Models

4.1. Evaluation Metrics. In our study, the evaluation metrics
precision (𝑃), recall (𝑅), and𝐹-score (𝐹) are employed, which
are defined as follows:

𝑃 =
TP

TP + FP
∗ 100%,

𝑅 =
TP

TP + FN
∗ 100%,

𝐹 =
2 ∗ 𝑃 ∗ 𝑅
𝑃 + 𝑅

∗ 100%.

(3)

TP is the number of correctly predicted pieces of data, FP
is the number of false positives, and FN is the number of false
negatives in the test set. 𝑃 is used to evaluate the accuracy

of a model, 𝑅 is recall rate, and 𝐹 is the harmonic mean of
precision and recall rates.

In addition, we define the effective linking terms as the
terms in a sentence which can connect the initial term and
the target term. For example, in the case of Raynaud’s disease
and fish oil, the concepts of platelet aggregation, blood vessel
contraction are all effective linking terms.Thedefinition of the
proportion of the effective linking terms in all linking terms
is as follows:

𝑆 =
𝑛

𝑁
∗ 100%, (4)

where 𝑛 is the number of effective linking terms and𝑁 is the
number of all the terms which have relationships with initial
terms.

4.2. Training AB Model. The purpose of the AB model is
to determine whether a physiological phenomenon (linking
term) is caused by a disease (initial term) in a sentence.

We obtain all the sentences (the corpus) used in
our experiment through searching from Semantic Medline
Database with 200 different semantic types about “disease
or syndrome” defined by MeSH (Medical Subject Headings).
Then all the sentences are processed with the MetaMap for
Named Entity Recognition (NER) and to limit the semantic
types of initial terms and linking terms in a sentence, we filter
out the sentenceswhich contain the concepts of the unneeded
semantic types. Finally we obtain a total of 20,895 sentences
and we randomly choose only 1,000 sentences (probably 5%
of all the sentences) for manual annotation; then we build
two initial labeled data sets as initial training set Tinitial (500
labeled sentences) and test set (other 500 labeled sentences),
respectively. There are two reasons why we randomly choose
1,000 sentences for manual annotation: first, manual anno-
tation is very time consuming and expensive, and at the
same time unlabeled training data are usually much easier to
obtain. This is also why we introduce the cotraining method
to improve the performance of our experiment. And the other
reason is when cotraining style algorithms are executed, the
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Table 4: Annotation values of two annotators.

Reviewer 2 Reviewer 1
Positive Negative Kappa score

Positive 385 22
Negative 43 550
Ours 0.8664
Light et al. [16] 0.68

number of labeled examples is usually small [21], so we select
about 5% of the corpus as training set and test set, and the
other 95% of the corpus is used for extending the training set
later.

During the manual annotation, the following criteria are
met: if a sentence contains a relationship belonging to the
semantic type list (see Table 1) between two entity concepts,
we think there is a positive correlation between the two enti-
ties and label the sentence as a positive example. In addition,
some special relationships such as “B in A” and “A can change
B” are also classified as positive examples since they mean a
physiological phenomenon (B) occurs when someone has the
disease (A). If there is no obvious relationship in a sentence
and only a cooccurrence relationship, we label it as a negative
example. For the patterns such as “A is a B” and “A and B”,
we label them as negative examples since “A is a B” is “IS A”
relationship and “A and B” is a coordination relationship,
and they are not the relationship we need. When the process
was completed, we estimated the level of agreement. Cohen’s
kappa [22] score between each annotator, as shown in Table 4,
is 0.8664, and content analysis researchers generally think of
a Cohen’s kappa score more than 0.8 as good reliability [22].
Comparably, Light et al. achieved their highest kappa value
(0.68) in their manual annotation experiments on Medline
abstracts [16].

As shown in Figure 4, the process of training AB model
is as follows: at first, two initial SVM classifiers, M0

1 (graph-
based kernel) and M0

2 (feature-based kernel), are trained
using initial training set Tinitial which contains 500 labeled
examples, and the test results of two classifiers are as follows:
with classifier M0

1, the values of precision, recall, and F-score
are 72.88%, 83.33%, and 77.76%, respectively. And at the same
time, the results of classifier M0

2 are 74.35%, 76.33%, and
75.33%, respectively.

In the next step, 2,000 unlabeled sentences (a section of
the unlabeled corpus) are predicated by classifiers M0

1 and
M0

2, respectively. The classifier M0
1 selects the top 200 scores

(10%of 2,000 results classified byM0
1) as the positive examples

and the bottom 200 scores as the negative examples; then we
put these 400 newly labeled examples into the data set Tinitial
(500) as a new training set T1

2 (900 examples). And at the same
time, the classifierM0

2 selects the top 200 scores (10% of 2,000
results classified by M0

2) as the positive examples and the
bottom 200 scores as the negative examples; thenwe put these
400 newly labeled examples into the data set Tinitial (500) as a
new training set T1

1 (900 examples). Then two new classifiers
M1

1 and M1
2 are trained from T1

1 and T1
2, respectively. After

that, 3,000 unlabeled sentences (a section of the unlabeled

3,000

6,000

unlabeled
sentences

unlabeled
sentences
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sentences PredicatePredicate

Predicate Predicate
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Figure 4: The process of training AB model.

corpus) are classified by M1
1 and M1

2, respectively. M
1
1 selects

the top 300 scores (10% of 3,000 results classified by M1
1)

as positive examples and the bottom 300 scores as negative
examples. We use the 600 newly labeled examples to update
the T1

2 and thenwe obtain a new training set T2
2, whileM

1
2 also

selects 600 newly labeled examples to update T1
1 and then we

obtain the new training set T2
1. Such a process is repeated for

a preset number of learning rounds.
In our experiment, the preset number of learning rounds

is five and the sizes of corresponding extended set are 2,000,
3,000, 4,000, 5,000, and 6,000, respectively. And the size of
training set increases from the initial 500 (Tinitial) to 900
(T1

1 and T1
2), 1,500 (T2

1 and T2
2), 2,300 (T3

1 and T3
2), 3,300

(T4
1 and T4

2), and 4,500 (T5
1 and T5

2), respectively. There
are two reasons why we set five times of learning rounds.
First, after five learning rounds, there are no extra unlabeled
sentences. At first 95% of the corpus (20,895) is used for
extending the training set, and after five times of expansion
of the training set, there are no extra unlabeled data. And the
second reason is the cotraining process could not improve
the performance further after a number of rounds [21], and
we should terminate cotraining on an appropriate round to
avoid some wasteful learning rounds.

The best testing result is from the second learning round
(the classifier is M2

1 (graph kernel) and the training set is
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Figure 5: The results of training AB and BC models of every
learning round by cotraining algorithms.

T2
1): an F-score of 77.8% is achieved as shown in Figure 5.

After five rounds of cotraining learning, although there are
fluctuations, the F-score of feature-based kernel achieves a
continuous improvement and finally reaches 76.82%.

We can know from both figures that the best results of
two models (feature-based model and graph kernel-based
model) are all better than the results of the model (M0

1 and
M0

2) only trained by the initial training set (Tinitial).The results
show that it is feasible to adopt a cotraining algorithm to
improve the effectiveness of extracting relationships from
a sentence. Meanwhile, since the model based on graph
kernel outperforms the feature-based model, we choose the
former as our ABmodel in the following experiments. In our
experiments, we choose M2

1 as the AB model.

4.3. Training BC Model. The BC model is used to determine
whether there exists an entity (target term) having physiolog-
ical effects (linking term) on human beings in a sentence.The
process of training the BC model is similar to the process of
training the AB model.

At first, as with the steps in the process of training
the AB model, we obtain 20,490 unlabeled sentences from
SemMedDB as corpus, and we randomly choose 1,000 sen-
tences (probably 5% of the corpus) to construct the initial
training set Tinitial (500) and test set (500). The process of
training BC model is the same to the process of training
the AB model. The preset number of learning rounds is five
and the sizes of corresponding extended set are 2,000, 3,000,
4,000, 5,000, and 6,000, respectively.

The best result is achieved in the fifth cotraining learning
round (the classifier is M5

2
(graph kernel) and the training set

is T5
2), and the value of F-score is 89.71% as shown in Figure 5.

And the highest F-score (83.3%) of feature-based kernel is
achieved in the third cotraining learning round.

Like the results of the AB model, the best results of two
models (feature-basedmodel and graph kernel-basedmodel)
are all better than the results of the model (M0

1 and M0
2)

only trained by the initial training set (Tinitial). It proves
the validity of cotraining method again. Meanwhile, since
the model based on graph kernel outperforms the feature-
based model, we choose the former as our BC model in the
following experiments. In our experiments, we choose M5

1 as
the BC model.

In both experiments, the best results of graph kernel
outperform feature-based model; the reason is that not only
do the features selected by graph kernel include most parts
of the features adopted by feature kernel, but also the graph
kernel approach captures the information in unrestricted
dependency graphs which combines syntactic analysis with
a representation of the linear order of the sentence and
considers all possible paths connecting any two vertices in the
resulting graph.

5. Hypothesis Generation and Discussion

After the AB and BC models have been built, we combine
them to reconstruct the ABC model and validate the three
classic Swanson’s hypotheses, that is, “Raynaud’s disease and
fish oil,” “migraine andmagnesium,” and “Alzheimer’s disease
and indomethacin.” We compare the results generated by
our method with the results generated by using SemRep
Database in closed discovery and open discovery processes,
respectively. In our study, the result of hypothesis discovery
achieved by SemRep is presented as a benchmark.

5.1. Closed Discovery Experiment. In our study, the hypoth-
esis Raynaud’s disease and fish oil is used as an example to
verify the effectiveness of our method. First, the initial terms
are set to “Raynaud’s disease” and “Raynaud’s phenomenon”
and the target terms are set to “fish oil” and “eicosapentaenoic
acid” (an important active ingredient of fish oil). The initial
terms are used as keywords to retrieve all the sentences from
theMedline Database, respectively (the time is limited before
1986 since Swanson found the classic hypothesis in 1986, and
from then on the hypothesis is considered public knowledge).
Then we obtain all the sentences that contain either the initial
terms or target terms, and then all the sentences are processed
by MetaMap.

Secondly, we filter out the sentences which do not contain
any concept belonging to semantic type list or contain the
concepts in the general concept list. Then the AB model is
adopted to classify all the sentences containing the initial
terms and at the same time we use BCmodel to classify all the
sentences containing the target terms, and finally we obtain
the effective linking terms by taking the intersection of two
sets of positive examples (one set is from the AB model and
the other is produced by the BC model).

The only difference between the SemRep method and
our method is that its effective linking terms are obtained
by taking the intersection of two sets of linking terms (the
two sets of linking terms are all retrieved from SemRep
instead of using the AB model and BC model, and one set
is retrieved with the initial terms and the other is retrieved
with the target terms). Figure 6 shows the result obtained by
the twomethods. In addition, the other two classic Swanson’s
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Table 5: The number and scale of the useful linking concept.

Hypothesis Methods Effective linking
terms/linking terms Ratio

Raynaud’s disease and fish oils Our method 10/106 9.43%
SemRep 3/132 2.2%

Migraine and magnesium Our method 67/297 22.56%
SemRep 10/187 5.35%

Alzheimer’s disease and indomethacin Our method 47/251 18.72%
SemRep 9/87 10.34%

Diabetic

Raynaud
disease

Fish oils

Physiological reperfusion

Mediator brand of benfluorex hydrochloride

Blood viscosity

Autoimmune
Encounter due to therapyMental concentration

Adverse event associated with vascular

Antimicrobial susceptibility

Equilibrium

Figure 6: The result of closed discovery of “Raynaud’s disease and fish oils.” The purple nodes in the figure are the linking terms discovered
only by our method; the yellow nodes represent the linking terms found only by SemRep Database; and the blue node represents the terms
found by both methods.

hypotheses migraine and magnesium and Alzheimer’s disease
and indomethacin are also verified with our method and the
results are shown in Table 5, and part of the effective linking
terms discovered by our method are shown in Table 6.

As can be seen from Table 5, compared with the results
obtained by SemRep method, our method significantly
improves the number and proportion of effective linking
terms. The ratios of our method are much higher than
those of SemRep method, and more effective linking terms
mean more possible useful hypothesis is generated. For
example, Figure 6 shows the potential principles in treatment
of “Raynaud’s disease with fish oils” discovered by two
methods.The purple nodes in the figure are the linking terms
discovered only by our method; the yellow nodes represent
the linking terms found only by SemRep Database; and the
blue node represents the terms found by both methods.
Figure 6 shows that our method not only found the linking
term “blood viscosity” also found by SemRep, but also found
more effective linking terms. For example, the intermediate
purple node “adverse event associated with vascular” was
found by our approach from the abstracts [PMID 2340647]
and [PMID 6982164]. From [PMID 2340647] our approach
extracted “dietary fish oil inhibits vascular reactivity,” and at
the same time from [PMID 6982164] we extracted “vasodi-
lation inhibits Raynaud syndrome”, then we may make the

hypothesis that dietary fish oil treats Raynaud’s syndrome by
inhibiting vascular reactivity (i.e., vasoconstriction, vascular
constriction (function)) which causes Raynaud’s disease, and
this hypothesis has been verified inmedical experiments [23].

The reason why our method can discover more effective
linking terms than SemRep is that, compared with grammar
engineering-based approaches like SemRep, machine learn-
ing based models usually can achieve better performance
in information extraction from texts. In our experiments,
the performances of our machine learning based AB and
BC models are much better than that of SemRep which
means our method can return more effective linking terms
and, therefore, it may help find more potential principles in
hypothesis generation.

5.2. Open Discovery Experiment. In this paper, the process of
finding the hypothesismigraine and magnesium is used as an
illustration to explain the procedure of open discovery.

The processes of open discovery with different methods
are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. In the process
of open discovery by using SemRep Database (Figure 7),
first the initial terms (A terms) are specified by providing
concept “Migraine Disorder,” which is used as a keyword to
retrieve data from the SemRep Database. Then we obtain
all the sentences which contain both initial terms (Migraine
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Table 6: Part of the effective linking terms discovered with our method.

Raynaud’s disease and fish oils Migraine and magnesium Alzheimer’s disease and indomethacin

Blood viscosity
Adverse event associated with vascular
Mental concentration
Component of protein
Autoimmune
Mediator brand of benfluorex
hydrochloride
Physiological reperfusion

Arteriospasm
Vasodilation
Desiccated thyroid
Homovanillate
Beta-adrenoceptor-activity
Regional blood flow
Recognition (psychology)
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Hydroxide ion
Muscular dystrophy

Metabolic rates
Pituitary hormone-preparation
Desiccated thyroid
Cerebrovascular-circulation
Normal blood pressure
P blood group antibodies
Dopamine hydrochloride
HLA-DR antigens
Pentose phosphate-pathway
Toxic epidermal-necrolysis
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Figure 7: The procedure of open discovery with SemRep Database.

Disorder) and linking terms (other entities). Second, we filter
all the sentences obtained from step one, and the specific
rules are the same as we mentioned in closed discovery (we
filter out the sentences which do not contain any concept
belonging to semantic type list or contain the concepts in
broad concept list). The third step is similar to the first step,
all the linking terms (extracted from every sentence from
the filter step) are used as keywords to retrieve data from
the SemRep Database; then we get all the sentences which
contain both linking terms (B terms) and target terms (C

Set the initial terms

MedlineRetrieve sentences
from Medline

Database Database

Medline Database
Medline
Database

Classified by AB
model

filter sentences and
obtain linking terms

Retrieve data from

Classified by
BC model

Ranking: rank the 
target terms
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Figure 8: The procedure of open discovery with our method.

terms). At last we rank all the target terms and output the
results. The scoring rules are applied to rank the target terms
[24].

The process of open discovery with the AB-BC model
is shown in Figure 8. The differences between the two
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Table 7: Result of open discovery.

Initial terms SemRep Our method Combined result set
Raynaud disease and eicosapentaenoic acid 68/380 230/5762 61/246
Migraine disorders and magnesium 186/535 97/5349 25/297
Alzheimer’s disease and indomethacin —/650 —/2639 —/275
Alzheimer’s disease and indoprofen 373/650 250/2639 38/275

processes are shown in the blue dashed boxes (Figure 7)
and yellow dashed boxes (Figure 8). Instead of obtaining
all the sentences from the SemRep Database (as shown in
blue dashed boxed in Figure 8), two steps are applied in our
method to obtain the data: first we obtain raw sentences from
theMedlineDatabase, and in the second step all the sentences
are classified by eitherABmodel or BCmodel; thenwe collect
the set of positive example as experimental data. Another
processing (e.g., filtering and ranking) is the same with that
of the SemRep method.

The processing of open discovery with AB-BC model
is shown in Figure 8. The differences between the two
processes are shown in the blue dashed boxes (Figure 7)
and yellow dashed boxes (Figure 8). Instead of obtaining
all the sentences from the SemRep Database (as shown in
blue dashed boxed in Figure 7), two steps are applied in
our method to obtain the data: first we obtain raw sentences
from the Medline Database, and in the second step all the
sentences are classified by either ABmodel or BCmodel; then
we collect the set of positive examples as experimental data.
And other procedures (filtering and ranking) are the same
with the SemRep method.

The results of open discovery are shown in Table 7.
The value of the number to the right of the slash is the
total number of potential target terms we obtained, and
the number to the left of the slash is the ranking of the
target term we really want to obtain. For example, from the
rediscovery of migraine-magnesium association, we obtain
535 potential target terms with SemRep method and the
ranking of magnesium is 186 while 5,349 target terms are
discovered with our method and the ranking of magnesium
is 97. As can be seen from the above results, our method not
only can obtain more potential target terms but also can get
higher ranking of the real target terms.

The higher the ranking of the real target terms is,
the more valuable the results become. And more potential
target terms mean more clues about the pathophysiology
of disease, for example, from the rediscovery of Alzheimer’s
disease and indomethacin hypothesis, 650 and 2,639 potential
target terms are found by SemRep method and our method,
respectively. Although neither of two methods finds the real
target term indomethacin (indomethacin is a nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) commonly used as a pre-
scription medication to reduce fever, pain, stiffness, and
swelling), bothmethods find another NSAID indoprofen, and
many epidemiological studies have supported the hypothesis
that chronic intake of NSAID is associated with a reduced
risk of Alzheimer’s disease [25–27]. Moreover, many other
NSAIDs have been found by our method such as carprofen,
Proxen, and aspirin, and the result of our method finds

Table 8: More target terms about Alzheimer’s disease.

Target terms Alzheimer’s disease
Asprin 1370/2639
Thromboxane 1455/2639
Carprofen 2291/2639
Prostaglandins 2488/2639

more clues about the pathophysiology of Alzheimer’s disease:
prostaglandins [28–30] and thromboxane [31]. The detailed
results are shown in Table 8.

The results of the experiment with our method outper-
form almost all the results of SemRepmethod. In addition, we
found that combining the results of two methods can further
improve the performance. For example, in the rediscovery
of physiopathological hypothesis of Raynaud’s phenomenon,
we obtain 380 potential target terms with SemRep method
and 5,762 potential target terms with our method. Although
our method finds many more potential target terms than
SemRep method, sometimes the result of SemRep method
has a higher ranking (68) than ours (230).

Therefore, we took the following steps to combine the
results of twomethods: first, we obtain the result sets returned
by SemRep and ourmethods, respectively.Thenwe retain the
intersection of two result sets. For a term in the intersections,
its score is set as the sum of its scores in the original result sets
and ranked with its score. The detailed results are also shown
in Table 7, and it can be seen that the results from “combined
result set” have higher ranking than both original methods.
The reason is that in the intersection set of two result sets
many potential target terms are eliminated, and, at the same
time, the real target terms will not be eliminated since such
terms usually have real association with the initial term and,
therefore, will be retained by both methods.

6. Conclusions

Biomedical literature is growing at an explosive speed, and
researchers can form biomedical hypotheses through mining
this literature.

In this paper, we present a supervised learning based
approach to generate hypotheses from biomedical literature.
The approach splits the classic ABC model into AB and
BC models and constructs the two models with a super-
vised learning method, respectively. The purpose of the AB
model is to determine whether a physiological phenomenon
(linking term) is caused by a disease (initial term) in a
sentence, and the BC model is used to judge whether there
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exists an entity (target term) having physiological effects
(linking term) on human beings in a sentence. Compared
with the concept cooccurrence and grammar engineering-
based approaches like SemRep, machine learning based AB
and BC models can achieve better performance in mining
association between bioentities from texts.

In addition, the cotraining algorithm is introduced to
improve the performance of the two models. Then through
combining the two models, the approach reconstructs the
ABC model and generates biomedical hypotheses from lit-
erature.

The experimental results on the three classic Swanson’s
hypotheses show that our approach can achieve better perfor-
mance than SemRep. This means our approach can discover
more potential correlations between the initial terms and
target terms, and, therefore, it may help find more potential
principles for the treatment of certain diseases.
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The automatic recognition of gene names and their associated database identifiers from biomedical text has been widely studied
in recent years, as these tasks play an important role in many downstream text-mining applications. Despite significant previous
research, only a small number of tools are publicly available and these tools are typically restricted to detecting only mention level
gene names or only document level gene identifiers. In this work, we report GNormPlus: an end-to-end and open source system that
handles both gene mention and identifier detection. We created a new corpus of 694 PubMed articles to support our development
of GNormPlus, containingmanual annotations for not only gene names and their identifiers, but also closely related concepts useful
for gene name disambiguation, such as gene families and protein domains. GNormPlus integrates several advanced text-mining
techniques, including SimConcept for resolving composite gene names. As a result, GNormPlus compares favorably to other state-
of-the-art methods when evaluated on two widely used public benchmarking datasets, achieving 86.7% F1-score on the BioCreative
II Gene Normalization task dataset and 50.1% F1-score on the BioCreative III Gene Normalization task dataset. The GNormPlus
source code and its annotated corpus are freely available, and the results of applying GNormPlus to the entire PubMed are freely
accessible through our web-based tool PubTator.

1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of biomedical literature, text-
mining or biomedical natural language processing (BioNLP)
becomes increasingly important for today’s biomedical
research [1–6]. BioNLP holds the promise to have computers
to read the vast amount of the literature and extract key
knowledge about specific topics, such as protein-protein/
drug-drug interactions [7–11], protein functions and trans-
port [12, 13], and genetic mutations [14–16]. To accomplish
that, the first BioNLP task is often known as named entity
recognition (NER): to automatically identify the names of
biological entities (e.g., gene/protein) from unstructured
texts [17]. Given the central role of gene/proteins in the
biomedical research [18], the automatic recognition of gene
(note that we use gene and protein interchangeably in this
paper) names has received much more attention by the
BioNLP researchers [19–26] than other entities such as

diseases (e.g., DNorm [27]) and chemicals (e.g., tmChem
[28]).

Despite many attempts in the past, the gene NER task
remains challenging due to both language variation and
ambiguity. First, the same gene is often described in multiple
different ways by the authors including the orthographical
variation (e.g., “ESR1” and “ESR-1”), morphological variation
(e.g., “GHF-1 transcriptional factor” and “GHF-1 transcrip-
tion factor”), variation with abbreviation (e.g., “estrogen
receptor alpha (ER𝛼)”), and composition mentions (e.g.,
“BRCA1/2” and “SMADs 1, 5, and 8”). With respect to
ambiguity, the first challenge is multispecies (orthologous)
gene ambiguity. That is, the same gene name can indicate
different concept identifiers depending on its associated
organism information (e.g., erbb2 can be either a human gene
or mouse gene name). The second ambiguity arises because
different genes can share the same name. For example, “AP-
1” can refer to either “jun proto-oncogene” (Entrez Gene:
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Figure 1: A screenshot of gene, gene family, and protein domain annotation of PMID: 10828014 in PubTator.

3725) or “FBJmurine osteosarcoma viral oncogene homolog”
(Entrez Gene: 2353).

To advance the state of the art in NER, a number of
community-wide shared tasks have been organized [29–
31] (see Huang and Lu, 2015 [32], for a complete list). In
particular, the Critical Assessment of Information Extraction
Systems in Biology (BioCreative) has repeatedly organized
both gene mention (GM) and gene normalization (GN) tasks
where the former task involves finding the occurrence (i.e.,
string offsets) of gene names in text while the latter typically
asks for returning gene concept identifiers per document.
In BioCreative I [33] and BioCreative II [7], the GM tasks
focused on four species (e.g., human, fly, mouse, and yeast)
gene mentions. The best results obtained in the challenges
are 83.2% of 𝐹-measure in BC I GM task [33] and 88.22%
in BC II GM task [34]. In BioCreative II, the GN task
was introduced which asked participants to return human
gene/protein concept identifiers given target articles. The
best performance in this task was 81.0% 𝐹-measure [7].
In BioCreative III, the GN task was reintroduced with the
additional challenges of dealing with full text and multiple
species. As a result, the best performance is lower (46.56% in
𝐹-measure [19]).

As a result of these challenge tasks, a number of annotated
corpora were made available to the research community
and have, in turn, enabled the development of a number of
software tools. For instance, the BioCreative GM corpus was
used to build several gene mention taggers, such as AIIA-
GMT [35], BANNER [36], and BioTagger-GM [37]. However,
existing gene corpora (e.g., BioCreative II GM/GN corpora
[29, 30]) are annotated in either mention or document level
as they were separately developed.TheGM corpus (e.g., [34])
includes mention annotations but not gene identifiers of the
target document; the GN corpus contains annotations for

the gene identifiers but not their associated mentions. Train-
ing a supervised method on some GM data for the GN
task is not ideal because different annotation criteria are
often used (e.g., GM corpus may include mentions that
cannot be mapped to gene identifiers). Thus, we propose
developing a corpus that includes both gene mentions and
concept identifiers for the same set of articles. To our best
knowledge, the newly published IGN corpus [38] is the
only other data set that includes both types of annotations.
However, we differ from IGN in two main aspects. First, our
newly developed corpus consists of more articles (694 versus
543). More importantly, we annotate gene-related concepts
separately. That is, we distinguish gene, gene family, and
protein domains and treat them as separate classes in our
annotation (see Figure 1) as we believe such a distinction can
help gene name disambiguation and improve performance.
None of the current GM/GN corpora annotates these types
separately. For instance, in the BioCreative II GM corpus,
gene, protein family, protein domain, DNA, and RNA are all
treated as gene mentions.

Past GN systems are unable to distinguish between gene
and gene families: they either completely ignored the problem
or simply used a protein family name list as filters [24, 25, 39,
40]. However, the filtering strategy does not work once the
family mention is not in this list. In this case, the family name
becomes false positives in the results. Furthermore, detecting
domain names can assist resolving ambiguous gene/protein
names. As shown in Figure 2, the TEL1 and TEL2 proteins
are both ETS-family transcription factors with the ETS finger
domain and GGAA core motif. TEL1 also has the pointed
(PNT) domain. When searching for the gene identifier in
Entrez Gene, TEL1 can map to two different concepts: ATM
serine/threonine kinase (gene ID: 472) and ETS translocation
factor variant 6 (gene ID: 2120). But with extracted protein
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Table 1: The statistic of our gene corpus.

Data set Articles Gene mentions (gene/family/domains) Gene identifiers
BioCreative II GN training set 281 3,019/1,115/278 758
BioCreative II GN test set 262 3,233/1,252/361 928
NLM Citation GIA test collection 151 1,205/160/17 310
Total 694 7,457/2,527/656 1996

motif

Pointed (PNT)
domain

ETS-family
transcription factor

ETS finger

GGAA core 

TEL1

TEL2

Figure 2: Relations between gene, gene family, and protein domains
in PMID: 10828014.

domain information, we can infer that in this case ETS
translocation factor variant 6 is the correct answer because it
is known to be associated with the PNT domain. Besides, the
family name “ETS translocation factor” is also helpful to the
disambiguation of TEL1/2 because it is included in the gene’s
official full name.

Taken together, this research makes three major contri-
butions. First, through reannotating two existing corpora, we
are the first to build a new corpus that allows the development
of new methods for distinguishing different gene-related
entities: (gene, gene family, and protein domains). Second,
we build a new end-to-end system that includes both GM
and GN modules, together with several advanced BioNLP
tools (e.g., GenNorm [19], SimConcept [41], SR4GN [42], and
Ab3P [43]) for improved performance. Lastly, we show state-
of-the-art performance on two separate benchmark data sets.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Corpus Development. We reannotated two existing gene
corpora. The BioCreative II GN corpus is a widely used data
set for benchmarking GN tools and includes document level
annotations for a total of 543 articles (281 in its training
set and 262 in test). The Citation GIA test collection was
recently created for gene indexing at the NLM and includes
151 PubMed abstracts with both mention level and document
level annotations.They are selected because both have a focus
on human genes. For both corpora, we added annotations of
gene families and protein domains. For the BioCreative GN
corpus, we also added mention level gene annotations. As a
result, in our new corpus, there are a total of 694 PubMed
articles (see Table 1). PubTator [44, 45], a tool developed and
evaluated through the BioCreative III Interactive Task [46],
was used as our annotation software.

2.2. Method Overview. As shown in Figure 3, our proposed
approach includes two main steps: mention recognition
and concept normalization, respectively. In the mention

recognition step, we developed a new module, together with
our previous species recognition system (i.e., SR4GN) to
recognize gene and species names and match them accord-
ingly. In concept normalization step, we applied our previous
system, GenNorm, combined with a composite mention
simplification tool (i.e., SimConcept) and an abbreviation
resolution tool (i.e., Ab3P) for optimized performance.

2.3. Mention Recognition Step. In this study, we propose a
supervised approach to detect the mentions of gene, gene
family, and protein domain from a target input (e.g., PubMed
abstracts). We first translate this mention recognition prob-
lem as a sequence labeling task. Accordingly, we adapted
a probability based sequence detection conditional random
fields (CRF) model [47] provided by CRF++ (http://crfpp
.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/doc/index.html) library by order
2 model. CRF++ applies L-BFGS [48] which is a Quasi-
Newton algorithm for large scale numerical optimization
problems. We chose BIEO (B: begin, I: inside, E: end, and
O: outside) label set for this recognition model. We also
used the tokenization module in our previous NER systems
(i.e., tmChem [28] and tmVar [15]) here. More specifically,
we applied tmVar’s tokenization module which splits tokens
not only at punctuation (e.g., “.,()+”) and spaces, but also at
digits and transitions between uppercase and lowercase. For
instance, “hTIF1” will be split into three individual tokens “h,”
“TIF,” and “1.” We also reused the features in tmChem and
tmVar as described below.

(1) General Linguistic Features. We included the original
tokens (e.g., genes), stemmed tokens (e.g., gene), and
POS tagging result (e.g., “NN”).We also extracted the
prefixes and suffixes as features (length: 1∼5).

(2) Character Features. Sincemany gene concepts include
letters, digits, and special characters, we therefore
detected the number of uppercases, lowercases, let-
ters, digits, and special characters (“;:,.->+ ”).

(3) Semantic Features. We defined three types of features
to recognize the difference between potential gene
mentions and other concepts. We first use the gene
vocabulary from ctdbase.org (http://ctdbase.org/
downloads/#allgenes) to detect those strings which
can match gene mentions. In general, literature
usually uses abbreviation to describe bioconcepts.We
therefore use Ab3P [43] to detect those abbreviation
pairs. To help the CRF model to recognize the
difference between bioconcepts (e.g., genes, disease,
and chemical), we collected a list of semantic tokens
for genes (e.g., strains), disease (e.g., “disorder”),
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Figure 3: The overview of our integration method (GNormPlus).

chemical (e.g., “trivial ring”), domain (e.g., “region”),
cell (e.g., “cell”), protein symbol (e.g., glutamine),
and so forth.

(4) Case Pattern Features. We applied the case pattern
features from tmVar [15]. Each token is represented
in four simplified forms. Uppercase alphabetic char-
acters are replaced by “A” and lowercase characters are
replaced by “a.” Likewise, digits (0–9) are replaced by
“0.” Moreover, we also merged consecutive letters and
numbers and generated additional single letter “a” and
number “0” as features.

(5) Contextual Features. In order to take advantage of
contextual information, for a given token we included
the dictionary and linguistic features of 3 neighboring
tokens from each side.

To best distinguish the three gene-relatedmention types, gene
versus gene family versus protein domains, we applied several
postprocessing rules to the CRF results. (1) Set the type by
suffix (e.g., “OSBP-related proteins” to family, “LIM1 domain”
to domain). (2) If we find a mention (e.g., “TIF1”) which
is also a prefix of another mention (e.g., “TIF1alpha”), then
we set the type of the mention to be gene family. (3) When
abbreviation pairs are found, use the mention type of the
long form to the sort form (e.g., “TIF1” is tagged as protein
family because of its long form “transcriptional intermediary
factor 1 family”). (4) If a mention occurs multiple times in an
article but is tagged with different types by the CRF module,
we then apply the majority rule to determine its final type
in the article. For example, if hif1 was tagged twice by the
CRF as a gene but as gene family in three times, then all five
occurrences of hif1 will be tagged as gene family names.

2.4. Concept Normalization Step. The second step of our
system is tomap genementions to specific concepts in Entrez
Gene. To do that, we first applied our previous GN tool,
GenNorm [19, 49], which is based on a statistical inference
network model via two individual matching strategies (i.e.,
exact match and bag-of-words match). More specifically,
the exact match strategy requires the input mention to be
identical to the names in the controlled vocabulary. On the
other hand, the bag-of-words approach matches tokens in
both input text and target vocabulary. GenNorm achieved the
best performance in the BioCreative III GN task [29].

For performance optimization, we also integrated an
abbreviation resolution and composite mention simplifica-
tion tool in this step. First, we applied Ab3P [43] to extract
the long form and short form abbreviation pairs. When the
short form and long form map to different gene candidates,
we typically infer the candidate gene of long form to short
form for improved performance. SimConcept [41] was used
to identify and resolve composite named entities, where a
single span refers to more than one concept (e.g., BRCA1/2).
Most past NER studies have either ignored this issue, used
simple ad hoc rules, or only handled coordination ellipsis,
which is only one of the many types of composite mentions
studied in this work. SimConcept was shown to successfully
tag individual entities from composite mentions.

3. Evaluation and Results

The first evaluation is a species-specific experiment where
only human genes are considered. In this evaluation, we
trained our system using both BioCreative II GN training
set and NLM Citation GIA test collection and tested it on
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Table 2: The evaluation of human species gene normalization.

Methods Precision Recall 𝐹-measure System availability
Our approach (GNormPlus) 87.1% 86.4% 86.7% Open source

GenNorm [19] + AIIA-GMT [35] 78.9% 81.4% 80.1%
GenNorm is open source
but AIIA-GMT is no longer

available
GNAT [23] 90.7% 82.4% 86.4% Open source
GeNO [24] 87.8% 85.0% 86.4% N/A
Hu et al., 2012 [40] 83.5% 82.5% 83.0% N/A
Li et al., 2013 [39] 88.1% 92.3% 90.1% N/A

Table 3: The evaluation of cross species gene normalization.

Methods TAP-5 TAP-10 TAP-20 𝐹-measure System availability
Our approach (GNormPlus) 33.3% 36.7% 36.7% 50.1% Open source

GenNorm [42] + AIIA-GMT [23] 32.8% 35.5% 35.5% 46.9%
GenNorm is open source
but AIIA-GMT is no longer

available
GeneTuKit [22] 29.7% 31.4% 32.5% — Open source
Kuo et al. [21] 21.4% 25.1% 25.1% 30.6% N/A
Tsai et al. [20] 19.0% 22.9% 23.9% — N/A

the BioCreative II GN test set. As shown in Table 2, we com-
pared GNormPlus with several previously reported systems,
including our previous system, GenNorm [19]. The default
setting of GenNorm uses AIIA-GMT [35] for gene mention
recognition. AIIA-GMT is one of the high-performing gene
mention recognition tools and provided web API service.
Unfortunately, AIIA-GMT is no longer available since 2013.

In the second experiment (see Table 3), we evaluate
GNormPlus in multispecies gene normalization using the
BioCreative III GN task data set. In this evaluation, we
used the whole set of 694 articles for system training. As
can be seen, our proposed method significantly outperforms
previously published results in both standard 𝐹-measure
and the task-specific TAP-k measures. The new system also
outperforms our previous GenNorm tool by a significant
margin.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

To assess the impact of using multiple gene-related mention
types (i.e., gene versus family versus domain), we built
a baseline model where all three types were treated as
one. As shown in Table 4, the proposed multitype scheme
significantly boosted the final GN performance as shown in
this comparison.

Despite our best efforts, errors remain in our tagging
results. Based on our results on the BioCreative II GN
test set, we performed an error analysis including 127 false
positive (FP) errors and 87 false negatives. In order to better
understand the causes of different errors, we first separated
the 214 errors by the GM step and GN step where the former
accounts for 53% and the latter 47%. Among the errors in the
GM step, many are due to gene/family/domain mention type

Table 4: The comparison of different mention recognition training
corpus.

Gene mention type
scheme Precision Recall 𝐹-measure

Gene/family/domain 87.1% 86.4% 86.7%
Single gene type only 78.4% 79.2% 78.8%

confusion (e.g., assigning gene mentions to family/domain
or assigning family/domain mentions to genes). Some gene
mentions (e.g., TGF-beta) are particularly confusing when
they refer to genes in some articles but to family/domain in
other articles. In the GN step, failure in disambiguation is
a frequent error (17.3%). A number of gene mentions can
be associated with multiple identifiers. With only limited
information in the abstract, sometimes it is very difficult
to disambiguate and assign genes with correct identifiers.
Another 8.9% of the errors are due to deficiencies of the gene
name dictionary. Overall, as can be seen in Table 5, both the
GM and GN results are important to the final performance.

To conclude, we developed GNormPlus: an end-to-end
gene recognition system which handles both GM and GN
tasks. By integrating several advanced BioNLP tools (i.e.,
GenNorm, SR4GN, Ab3P, and SimConcept), GNormPlus
achieved competitive results in our two benchmarking
experiments when compared with the state of the art. Unlike
our previous GenNorm system that relies on AIIA-GMT,
GNormPlus is a stand-alone open source tool with no
dependence on external tools (freely available at http://www
.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/CBBresearch/Lu/Demo/tmTools/#GNorm-
Plus). GNormPlus is made interoperable with other BioC-
compatible BioNLP tools. For convenience, we have also
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Table 5: The frequency of false negative and positive errors of GNormPlus.

FN FP Total Percentage
Gene mention (GM) recognition

Gene/family/domain mention type confusion 38 18 56 27.1%
Wrong boundary or missed gene mention 18 18 36 17.4%
Not a gene mention 0 15 15 7.3%

Gene normalization (GN)
Wrong gene identifier due to ambiguity 19 18 37 17.9%
Insufficiency of the gene name dictionary 19 0 19 9.2%
Not annotated in the gold standard 0 17 17 8.2%
Nonhuman genes found 0 11 11 5.3%
Others 13 3 16 7.7%

applied GNormPlus to PubMed and stored its results in
PubTator (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/CBBresearch/Lu/
Demo/PubTator/) so that users can readily access gene data
via PubTator. In the future, we plan to explore its applica-
tions in real-world uses such as biocuration [50] and also
investigate the automatic recognition of other gene-related
biological entities such as microRNAs [51].
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Heart disease is the leading cause of death worldwide. Therefore, assessing the risk of its occurrence is a crucial step in predicting
serious cardiac events. Identifying heart disease risk factors and tracking their progression is a preliminary step in heart disease
risk assessment. A large number of studies have reported the use of risk factor data collected prospectively. Electronic health record
systems are a great resource of the required risk factor data. Unfortunately, most of the valuable information on risk factor data is
buried in the form of unstructured clinical notes in electronic health records. In this study, we present an information extraction
system to extract related information on heart disease risk factors from unstructured clinical notes using a hybrid approach. The
hybrid approach employs both machine learning and rule-based clinical text mining techniques. The developed system achieved
an overall microaveraged F-score of 0.8302.

1. Introduction

Heart disease is a collective term for conditions that affect
the heart. Heart disease often leads to serious cardiovascular
events such as heart attacks and stroke. It has been observed
to be the leading cause of death worldwide in both men and
women and has become a major burden on national health-
care expenditures around the world [1, 2]. Assessment of the
risk of heart disease is very crucial in finding opportunities
for prevention. Identifying and tracking the progression of
heart disease risk factors are the basic steps in heart disease
risk assessment. A few examples of heart disease risk factors
are diabetes, coronary artery disease (CAD), hypertension,

hyperlipidemia, obesity, medications, smoking history, and
family history of premature CAD. Data for these risk factors
are often specifically collected for the purpose of studies
assessing the risk of heart disease.

The healthcare sector observed a rapid adoption of
electronic health record (EHR) systems in the past decade.
The primary purpose of EHR systems is to collect, store,
and exchange patient data. EHRs are rich sources of valuable
patient data such as comorbidities, medication history, social
history, and family history. Data gathered from EHRs can be
used as an alternative for data collected from studies specif-
ically designed for heart disease risk assessment. However,
most of these valuable patient data are buried in the form
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of unstructured format in EHRs [3, 4]. Manually extracting
these unstructured data from EHRs can be very expensive
and time consuming. Extracting unstructured data required
for risk assessments can be automatically done using clinical
text mining. This involves two major subtasks: identifying
risk factors and tracking the progression of the disease.
Automatic extraction of these heart disease risk factor data
involves developing a highly specified system andmay not be
suitable for extracting risk factors for other diseases without
necessary changes.

Recently, a great increase in information extraction (IE)
systems catered for the clinical domain has been observed.
There are various open source IE systems available to extract
information from unstructured EHRs [5–12]. However, the
types of heart disease risk factor information with tem-
porality that can be extracted from these IE systems are
limited. cTAKES is an open source IE system useful in
extracting disease disorders, medications, symptoms, and
anatomical locations [11]. HITEx is another clinical IE sys-
tem based on the GATE framework capable of extracting
disease disorders, medications, and smoking status [13].
MedEx is another IE system useful in extracting medication
information [12]. TEMPTING, on the other hand, is an IE
system capable of extracting temporal relations useful in
tracking the progression of the disease frompatient discharge
summaries [5]. Byrd et al. developed a hybrid IE system
to extract Framingham diagnostic criteria for heart failure
with relevant disease progression information [14]. Another
example is the rule-based FRSSystem capable of extracting
Framingham risk factors used for predicting the risk of CAD
[15]. Jonnagaddala et al. developed a machine learning-based
IE system to identify disease disorder mentions [8]. The
mentioned IE systems can be reused to identify heart disease
risk factors but often require customization or addition of
new modules. Savova et al. built a machine learning-based
smoking classification module for cTAKES [16]. Goryachev
et al. developed a module for HITEx to extract family history
related information. None of these systems can identify a
comprehensive number of heart disease risk factors that can
be used for risk assessment.

In this study, we present an IE system capable of extract-
ing unstructured data from EHRs. This is specifically devel-
oped for the purpose of identifying and tracking the pro-
gression of heart disease risk factors in diabetic patients. The
system developed in this study is an extension to our baseline
system which was developed as part of our participation in
the 2014 i2b2/UTHealth shared tasks [17, 18]. The developed
system performs risk factor concept recognition and assigns
relevant time attributes to the recognized risk factors on
longitudinal EHRs. The heart disease risk factors recognized
by the system are diabetes, coronary artery disease (CAD),
hypertension, hyperlipidemia, smoking status, obesity status,
family history of premature CAD, and medications. The sys-
tem extracts the above-mentioned heart disease risk factors
and assigns an indicator attribute and a time attribute, if
applicable. The system is a hybrid system with both rule-
based and machine learning components. The evaluation of
the system shows that it achieved an overall microaveraged
𝐹-score of 0.8302.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Dataset. The authors used the 2014 i2b2/UTHealth
shared task 2 dataset in this study [18]. The dataset is a
collection of unstructured longitudinal EHRs of diabetic
patients provided by PartnersHealthcare, USA.TheEHRs are
deidentified and annotated according to the guidelines. The
annotations included heart disease risk factors and informa-
tion of disease progression [19]. Gold standard annotations
for this dataset were also available to evaluate the developed
IE system. The dataset included 1304 unstructured EHRs
(from here on referred to as records) from 297 patients
divided into three sets: training set 1, training set 2, and
test set. Training set 1 and training set 2 included 521 and
269 records, respectively, while the test set had 514 records.
The dataset was also stratified into three different cohorts
of diabetic patients: patients who had CAD, patients who
develop CAD, and patients who did not develop CAD over
a period of time [15]. Presence of heart risk factors and
progression of the disease were defined in the form of risk
factor, indicator attribute, and time attribute in the dataset.
An overviewof risk factors and their corresponding attributes
is presented in Table 1. A sample (modified) EHR from
the dataset is also illustrated in Figure 1. Each risk factor
tag excluding family history and smoking history had time
attribute that can take values, before document creation
time (DCT), during DCT, and after DCT. The time attribute
defines when a risk factor is known to have existed. The
indicator attribute defines whether the identified risk factor
is a mention, test, or lab value.

2.2. System Description. The heart disease risk factors sys-
tem (HDRFSystem) in its current form includes three
modules (i) core NLP module, (ii) risk factor recognition
module, and (iii) attribute assignment module (Figure 2).
The core NLP module identifies sentence boundaries (sen-
tence detector), breaks sentences into tokens (tokenizer),
assigns part of speech tags (POS-tagger), and identifies
noun phrases (chunker). The core NLP module adopted
components from the OpenNLP package (v1.5.3) available at
https://opennlp.apache.org/. Processed information from the
core NLPmodule is then passed to the risk factor recognition
module where medications, disease disorder mentions, fam-
ily history, and smoking history are identified.The risk factor
recognitionmodule is responsible for identifying all the heart
disease risk factors. All the identified risk factors (except
family history and smoking history) were then assigned
indicator and time attributes by the components in the
attribute assignment module. The components of the risk
factor recognition module and the time attribute assignment
module are explained inmore detail in the following sections.

2.2.1. Medication Recognition. This component was used for
identification of medications and is based on MetaMap
[20, 21]. The noun phrase chunks identified by the chun-
ker component in the core NLP module were passed to
MetaMap. The component was configured to use MetaMap
with UMLS2013AB as the knowledge source and USAbase
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Table 1: Overview of risk factors, indicator attribute, and time attribute.

Risk factor Indicator attribute Time attribute

CAD Mention, event, test result, and symptom Before DCT, during DCT,
and after DCT

Diabetes Mention, high A1c, and high glucose Before DCT, during DCT,
and after DCT

Family history Present, not present Not applicable

Hyperlipidemia Mention, high cholesterol, and high LDL Before DCT, during DCT,
and after DCT

Hypertension Mention, high blood pressure Before DCT, during DCT,
and after DCT

Medication
ACE inhibitors, ACE inhibitors ARBs, amylin, antidiabetes medications, aspirin,
beta-blockers, calcium-channel blockers, DPP-4 inhibitors, ezetimibe, fibrates,
GLP-1 agonists, insulin, meglitinides, metformin, niacin, nitrates, obesity, statins,
sulfonylureas, thiazide diuretics, thiazolidinediones, and thienopyridines

Before DCT, during DCT,
and after DCT

Obesity Mention, BMI, and waist circumference Before DCT, during DCT,
and after DCT

Smoking history Current, past, ever, never, and unknown Not applicable

Table 2: Features used by smoking history, sectionizer, and time attribute assigner classifiers.

Component Classification Classifier Classes List of features
Smoking history Sentence level Näıve Bayes Current, past, and never Bag of words, POS tags

Sectionizer Sentence level Conditional random
fields

Section heading, section
heading with text, and text

First word uppercased, all words
uppercased, all words lowercased, dictionary
match, first word, second word, previous
sentence features, next sentence features, full
stop, and containing colon

Time attribute
assigner Phrase level Näıve Bayes Before DCT, during DCT,

after DCT, and continuing

Identified risk factor spans, previous word,
previous word POS tag, next word, next
word POS tag, section information, and
indicator attribute

as the data version and strict data model. For identifying
medications, the component was restricted to use RxNorm
terminology with a candidate score of 1000.

2.2.2. Disease Disorder Recognition. This component iden-
tifies the mentions of hypertension, hyperlipidemia, CAD,
and obesity using MetaMap. To identify disease disorder
MetaMap was configured to use SNOMEDCT US terminol-
ogy as source with a candidate score of 1000. Rules were
developed for finding lab values such as blood pressure
values, HDL count, and glucose level. For example, this
component can identify BP value from text such as “BP:
158/72,” “blood pressure 149/96,” or “blood pressure elevated
at 188/92.” Similarly, the authors developed rules to identify
lipid levels (e.g., lipid levels: total cholesterol 164, TG 145,
HDL 33, and LDL 102) and other blood tests (e.g., BUN
is 27, creatinine is 4.7, and glucose is 79). Once values
were identified, they were filtered out based on the levels
mentioned in the annotation guidelines [19].This component
also filters out irrelevant disease disorders which are not
considered as heart disease risk factors based on the rules
using UMLS CUI. Furthermore, a custom-built dictionary
was used to find abbreviation mentions. For example, DM2,

DM Type II, and DMII refer to diabetes type 2. The rules in
this component were implemented using ApacheUIMARuta
framework (https://uima.apache.org/ruta.html).

2.2.3. Family History and Smoking History Classifier. A rule-
based classifier was employed to identify family history of
premature CAD. This rule-based classifier identifies sen-
tences containing CAD mentions that also has mention
of familial relationships. More rules were applied to check
whether the relative died prematurely (age < 55) due to
CAD. If there are no such sentences in the document, then
the document is simply classified as unknown for family
history of premature CAD. In the dataset, smoking history
is classified at document level using five classes: “current,”
“past,” “never,” “ever,” and “unknown.” We developed Näıve
Bayes algorithm-based supervised learning classifier to iden-
tify smoking history in conjunction with a few rules [22].
The Näıve Bayes classifier model was built using features
illustrated in Table 2. Furthermore, we evaluated and selected
features which were highly correlated with the classifier’s
predicative performance [23]. The smoking history classifier
identifies smoking history by classifying each sentence. If
multiple instances of smoking sentenceswere identified, rules
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<root>
<TEXT><![CDATA[

Record date: 2097-09-09

Narrative History

58 yo woman who presents for f/u Seen in Cardiac rehab locally last week.
Back to work and starting to walk. No wt loss and discouraged by this, but
just starting to exercise. No smoking for 5 months now! Still with
hotflashes, wakes her up at night.

Problems

FH myocardial infarction mother died 66 yo
Hypertension
Smoking
hyperlipidemia CRF mild chol, cigs, HTN, Fhx and known hx CAD in pt.
borderline diabetes mellitus 4/63 125, follow hgbaic
coronary artery disease s/p ant SEMI + stent LAD 2/67, Dr Oakley
thyroid nodule 2065, hot, follow TSH.

Medications

ZESTRIL (LISINOPRIL) 40MG 1 Tablet(s) PO QD
LIPITOR (ATORVASTATIN) 10MG 1 Tablet(s) PO QD

Vital Signs

BLOOD PRESSURE-SITTING 150/70
repeat 145/80 HR 60 reg WT 202 lbs

]]></TEXT>
<TAGS>
<HYPERLIPIDEMIA id="DOC13" time="during DCT" indicator="mention"/>
<HYPERLIPIDEMIA id="DOC25" time="after DCT" indicator="mention"/>
<HYPERLIPIDEMIA id="DOC31" time="before DCT" indicator="mention"/>
<MEDICATION id="DOC0" time="during DCT" type1="ACE inhibitor" type2=""/>
<MEDICATION id="DOC21" time="before DCT" type1="statin" type2=""/>
<MEDICATION id="DOC22" time="during DCT" type1="statin" type2=""/>
<HYPERTENSION id="DOC6" time="during DCT" indicator="mention"/>
<HYPERTENSION id="DOC14" time="during DCT" indicator="high bp"/>
<CAD id="DOC20" time="after DCT" indicator="mention"/>
<CAD id="DOC30" time="before DCT" indicator="event"/>
<FAMILY_HIST id="DOC24" indicator="not present "/>
<SMOKER id="DOC5" status="past"/>

</TAGS>
</root>

Figure 1: Sample EHR with annotations of heart disease risk factors.

were applied to select one. The training dataset was used to
build a custom dictionary of smoking terms such as smoker,
tobacco, and packs per year that can be used to identify
sentences containing any mention of smoking history. Using
this custom-built dictionary, sentences for smoking history
mention were identified and were further classified into three
classes, namely, “current,” “past,” and “never.” During the
development of classifier, it was noticed that less than 1% of
the records in the dataset belong to “ever” class. To improve
classifier performance, “ever” class was completely ignored.
If no mention of smoking terms was found in the document,
then that document was simply classified as “unknown” for
smoking history.

2.2.4. Indicator Attribute Assigner. The indicator attribute
assigner takes input from the risk factor recognition module
and assigns appropriate indicator attribute based on dataset
annotation guidelines [19]. This component was developed
by implementing various rules using Apache UIMA Ruta
framework.The rules consider factors like how the risk factor
was recognized and what the annotations made by the risk
factor module were. For example, if a record contains text
such as “type 1 diabetes,” the diabetes risk factor is recognized
by the disease disorder component, and it is assigned with
“mention” tag for the indicator attribute. Similarly, using
the same rules, if the diabetes risk factor was recognized
by A1c test values, it is assigned with “high A1c” indicator
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Figure 2: Overview of heart disease risk factor information extraction system.

attribute. Medication type was assigned using a custom-built
dictionary built from the training datasets using Wikipedia.
Thefinal dictionary file containedmedications generic names
and categories they belong to. In total, there were 474
medications in 21 categories (related to heart disease risk
factors). Overall, we developed 26 rules to assign risk factor
indicator attribute.

2.2.5. Sectionizer. Most of the EHRs in the dataset included
section headings. The section headings information was
useful in identifying family history and medication risk
factors [17, 24]. At the same time, the same information was
used as a feature for assigning time attribute to identified risk
factors. For example, medications mentioned under section
heading “medications” or “medications on admission” will
always have a time attribute as before DCT, after DCT, and
during DCT. Thus, we developed a conditional random field
(CRF) based machine learning classifier to identify section
information using features illustrated in Table 2 [25]. The
classifier classified a sentence to either “section heading” or
“section heading with text” or “text.” Section heading class
was assigned if the sentence contains only a section heading
(e.g., current medications). Section heading with text class
was assigned if the sentence contains section heading with
text (e.g., record date: 2073-12-14). Text class was assigned
if the sentence contains text only and does not include any
section headings (e.g., “s/p XRT to esophagus”).

2.2.6. Time Attribute Assigner. This component assigns time
attribute for each of the risk factors identified by earlier
components. Similar to the smoking history classifier, a
supervised learning classifier based onNaı̈ve Bayes algorithm
was developed with addition of a few rules to complete the
task [22]. We used risk factor phrases annotated by risk
factor recognition module to train the model with features
shown in Table 2. Each phrase was classified into either one of

the four classes shown in Table 2. When a phrase is classified
as continuing in the output, we assigned all three time
attributes, before DCT, after DCT, and during DCT, as per
annotation guidelines [19].

3. Results

The HDFRSystem was evaluated using macro- and microav-
eraged precision, recall, and 𝐹-score [26]. An evaluation
script provided with the dataset was used to calculate per-
formance scores. The evaluation script is capable of report-
ing system performance at many levels including specific
risk factors by indicator attribute and time attribute. The
evaluation metrics are explained in more detail elsewhere
[19]. The developed system achieved an overall microaver-
aged 𝐹-score of 0.8302 on the test set. Performance of the
developed system on the test set categorized by indicator
attribute is presented in Table 3. Every mention indicator
attribute outperformed other indicator attributes, suggesting
that our methods were effective in identifying risk factor
mentions but not so effective in inferring risk factors from
lab values or tests. A number of indicator attributes were
not recognized, specifically CAD test result, high glucose,
high cholesterol, obesity, medications, amylin, antidiabetes,
and waist circumference. The smoking history classifier also
underperformed when compared to other risk factors by
achieving 0.5 and 0.7265microaveraged𝐹-score for “current”
and “never” indicator attributes, respectively.

We also present the system’s performance categorized by
time attribute in Table 4. Similar to the trend noticed in
Table 3, CAD and medication risk factors underperformed
when compared to other risk factors. CAD and medication
risk factors achieved a lower recall and 𝐹-score when com-
pared to overall risk factors for all three time attributes. In
other words, our time attribute classifier did not performwell
on assigning time attributes for CAD and medication risk
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Table 3: Performance on test set by indicator attributes.

Risk factor Macroaveraged Microaveraged
Precision Recall 𝐹-score Precision Recall 𝐹-score

CAD
Mention 0.3346 0.3405 0.3375 0.5029 1.0000 0.6693
Event 0.1148 0.1138 0.1143 0.8806 0.4245 0.5728
Test result 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Symptom 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Diabetes
Mention 0.6887 0.6907 0.6897 0.9219 0.9972 0.9581
High A1c 0.1109 0.106 0.1084 0.8906 0.6951 0.7808
High glucose 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Family history
Present 0.0097 0.0097 0.0097 1.0000 0.2632 0.4167
Not present 0.9630 0.9630 0.9630 0.9725 1.0000 0.9861

Hyperlipidemia
Mention 0.4436 0.4436 0.4436 0.8444 0.962 0.8994
High cholesterol 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
High LDL 0.0331 0.0331 0.0331 0.7391 0.5862 0.6538

Hypertension
Mention 0.7062 0.7101 0.7082 0.9553 0.9918 0.9732
High blood pressure 0.2996 0.2889 0.2942 0.4858 0.7897 0.6016

Medication
ACE inhibitors 0.3320 0.3482 0.3399 0.8797 0.8325 0.8555
ACE inhibitors ARBs 0.1096 0.1128 0.1112 0.8667 0.8756 0.8711
Amylin 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Antidiabetes Medications 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Aspirin 0.3709 0.3930 0.3817 0.9079 0.7168 0.8011
Beta-blockers 0.3891 0.4047 0.3967 0.9302 0.7186 0.8108
Calcium-channel blockers 0.2010 0.2160 0.2082 0.9064 0.8052 0.8528
DPP-4 inhibitors 0.0039 0.0039 0.0039 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Ezetimibe 0.0214 0.0253 0.0232 0.6471 0.9167 0.7586
Fibrates 0.0506 0.05447 0.0525 0.8966 0.8667 0.8814
GLP-1 agonists 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Insulin 0.1790 0.1887 0.1837 0.8598 0.6987 0.7709
Meglitinides 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metformin 0.2069 0.2228 0.2145 0.8439 0.8598 0.8518
Niacin 0.0123 0.0175 0.0144 0.4524 0.7600 0.5672
Nitrates 0.1031 0.1148 0.1086 0.803 0.5867 0.6780
Obesity 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Statins 0.4617 0.4786 0.4700 0.9199 0.8715 0.8950
Sulfonylureas 0.1518 0.1595 0.1555 0.9286 0.8125 0.8667
Thiazide Diuretics 0.1226 0.1376 0.1297 0.3058 0.7441 0.4335
Thiazolidinediones 0.0396 0.04475 0.0420 0.8841 1.0000 0.9385
Thienopyridines 0.1543 0.1673 0.1606 0.8914 0.8380 0.8639

Obesity
Mention 0.1589 0.1693 0.1639 0.7632 1.0000 0.8657
BMI 0.0136 0.0123 0.0129 1.0000 0.4118 0.5833
Waist circumference 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Smoking history
Current 0.0234 0.0234 0.0234 0.8000 0.3636 0.5000
Past 0.1479 0.1479 0.1479 0.8636 0.6726 0.7562
Ever 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Never 0.1576 0.1576 0.1576 0.7864 0.6750 0.7265
Unknown 0.4728 0.4728 0.4728 0.7890 1.0000 0.8820
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Table 4: Performance on test set by time attributes.

Risk factor Macroaveraged Microaveraged
Precision Recall 𝐹-score Precision Recall 𝐹-score

CAD
Before DCT 0.3434 0.2628 0.2977 0.5599 0.5827 0.5711
During DCT 0.3405 0.3176 0.3286 0.5117 0.8102 0.6272
After DCT 0.3327 0.3288 0.3307 0.5000 0.9771 0.6615

Diabetes
Before DCT 0.6848 0.6683 0.6765 0.9152 0.9255 0.9203
During DCT 0.6907 0.6699 0.6801 0.9245 0.9293 0.9269
After DCT 0.6887 0.6887 0.6887 0.9219 0.9972 0.9581

Hyperlipidemia
Before DCT 0.4504 0.4429 0.4466 0.8419 0.9007 0.8703
During DCT 0.4426 0.4407 0.4416 0.8382 0.9421 0.8872
After DCT 0.4436 0.4436 0.4436 0.8444 0.962 0.8994

Hypertension
Before DCT 0.7043 0.6868 0.6954 0.9526 0.9403 0.9464
During DCT 0.644 0.7364 0.6871 0.7432 0.9557 0.8362
After DCT 0.7062 0.7062 0.7062 0.9553 0.9918 0.9732

Medication
Before DCT 0.6768 0.6600 0.6683 0.8332 0.7923 0.8122
During DCT 0.6613 0.6519 0.6565 0.8095 0.7858 0.7975
After DCT 0.6729 0.6648 0.6688 0.8200 0.7943 0.8069

Obesity
Before DCT 0.1537 0.1518 0.1527 0.7383 0.9753 0.8404
During DCT 0.1693 0.1634 0.1663 0.8246 0.9400 0.8785
After DCT 0.1537 0.1518 0.1527 0.7383 0.9753 0.8404

All risk factors
Before DCT 0.7727 0.7881 0.7803 0.8224 0.8146 0.8185
During DCT 0.7463 0.8187 0.7808 0.7835 0.8470 0.8140
After DCT 0.7706 0.8321 0.8002 0.8136 0.8688 0.8403

Table 5: Performance of baseline system on test set.

Risk factor Macroaveraged Microaveraged
Precision Recall 𝐹-score Precision Recall 𝐹-score

CAD 0.2135 0.2311 0.2220 0.6652 0.5599 0.6080
Diabetes 0.6576 0.6745 0.6660 0.8692 0.9517 0.9086
Family history 0.9689 0.9689 0.9689 0.9689 0.9689 0.9689
Hyperlipidemia 0.4465 0.4412 0.4439 0.8434 0.9254 0.8825
Hypertension 0.3429 0.4833 0.4012 0.5579 0.6148 0.5850
Medication 0.5486 0.6534 0.5964 0.6227 0.7409 0.6767
Obesity 0.1402 0.1419 0.141 0.8447 0.8511 0.8479
Smoking history 0.6284 0.6284 0.6284 0.6284 0.6309 0.6296
Overall 0.6954 0.7634 0.7278 0.6779 0.7566 0.7151

factors. However, our time attribute classifier performed well
for diabetes and hypertension achieving microaveraged 𝐹-
scores of 0.9203 and 0.9464, respectively.

For comparison, we present the results of a cTAKES-
based system (Table 5) versus the results we obtained
(Table 6) using the test set [17]. Our system performed sig-
nificantly better than the cTAKES-based system. The system

developed in this study achieved a higher overall micro-
𝐹-score compared to the cTAKES-based system, 0.8302
versus 0.7151. Ourmethods outperformed the cTAKES-based
system in all of the risk factors. Family history risk factor
achieved the highest macro- and microaveraged 𝐹-score.
All the risk factors achieved a microaveraged 𝐹-score above
0.80, except for CAD. Out of all the risk factors, CAD
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Table 6: Performance of HDRFSystem on test set.

Risk factor Macroaveraged Microaveraged
Precision Recall 𝐹-score Precision Recall 𝐹-score

CAD 0.3455 0.2985 0.3203 0.5261 0.7334 0.6127
Diabetes 0.6876 0.6724 0.6799 0.9202 0.9483 0.9341
Family history 0.9728 0.9728 0.9728 0.9728 0.9728 0.9728
Hyperlipidemia 0.4504 0.4451 0.4477 0.8415 0.9334 0.8851
Hypertension 0.6970 0.7375 0.7166 0.8531 0.9613 0.9040
Medication 0.6703 0.6731 0.6717 0.8209 0.7908 0.8056
Obesity 0.1589 0.1652 0.1620 0.7683 0.9618 0.8542
Smoking history 0.8113 0.8113 0.8113 0.8113 0.8145 0.8129
Overall 0.8053 0.8515 0.8277 0.8138 0.8472 0.8302

Table 7: Examples of rules used in HDRFSystem components.

Component Number of rules Examples

Medication recognition 12

If the medication identified by MetaMap is from RxNorm terminology, assign risk
factor with identified medication name.
If the medications identified by MetaMap include abbreviations from custom
abbreviations dictionary, assign medication risk factor with full medication name.

Disease disorder
recognition 22

If the disease identified by MetaMap is from SNOMED CT terminology and is
either CAD or obesity or diabetes or hypertension or hyperlipidemia, assign risk
factor with identified disease name.
If annotated text is identified by blood pressure lab value extractor and diastolic >90
or systolic >140, assign risk factor = “hypertension.”

Family history 05

If a sentence contains “cad” or “coronary artery disease” and contains “father,”
“mother,” or brother, assign sentence as family history sentence.
If family history sentence contains age of death and age <45, assign family history =
“present” or else “unknown.”

Smoking history 07
If a sentence contains terms from custom smoking terms dictionary, assign
sentence as smoking history sentence.
If document does not contain smoking terms, assign smoking history = “unknown.”

Sectionizer 04

If a sentence is classified as “text” but contains terms from custom section headings
dictionary, assign label “section heading.”
If a sentence is classified as “section heading with text” and contains “:”, extract text
before “:” to obtain section information.

Indicator attribute assigner 26
If annotated text is identified by MetaMap, assign attribute = “mention.”
If annotated text is identified by blood pressure lab value extractor and diastolic
>140 or systolic >90, assign indicator attribute = “high BP.”

Time attribute assigner 01 If time attribute assigner assigned class is “continuing,” assign time attributes =
“before DCT,” “after DCT,” and “during DCT.”

and medication risk factors achieved a lower macro- and
microaveraged precision, recall, and 𝐹-score.

4. Discussion

We performed an extensive error analysis to understand
our results in depth. Several interesting findings about the
system and the dataset, in general, were observed. A few
errors in the gold set annotations were also noticed. For
example, the smoking history did not have annotations
for all documents in the test set. Thus, being a document
level classification problem, the evaluation metrics precision,
recall, and 𝐹-score are not the same for smoking risk factor.

Previously, we believed that our methods did not recognize
amylin and antidiabetes as shown in Table 5. However, upon
further inspection, the test set did not have any entities
with amylin or antidiabetes. The training sets also had very
few negated mentions of risk factors. Moreover, we found
that there were very few instances (<1%) for “ever” smoking
history class in the training set. This created an imbalance
classification problem where the performance of classifier
may not represent the full capabilities of the classifier [27].
So we simply removed “ever” class from our classification
problem, to make it a balanced classification problem.

During the development of the system, we noticed that
by employing simple rules we can drastically improve the
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performance of the system. As a result, we implemented rules
in our components. Table 7 summarizes the number of rules
in each component with examples. From the results, it can
be interpreted that for most of the risk factors MetaMap
outperformed rule-based lab value extractor component. For
example, diabetes mention had an 𝐹-score value of 0.8897
while diabetes A1c had 0.7808.Thismeans that the rule-based
lab value extractor was not as effective as we expected. The
lab value extractor failed to recognize values represented as
ranges. For example, the blood pressure value “120–130/88–
92” was extracted as “130/88,” and as a result it was not
detected as high blood pressure by our rules. One simple rule
applied for time attribute assignment turned to be effective
for diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and obesity but
not for CAD and medication. We believe that the poor
performance of the time attribute assigner on the CAD and
medication risk factors is due to usage of limited features.

We formulated the time attribute assignment problem
as a classification problem and assigned one of the three
time attributes to each of the risk factors identified by
the system. Even though very few features like indicator
type, identified token, and section information were used in
building a Näıve Bayes model, the classifier performed well,
achieving overall microaveraged 𝐹-scores of 0.8185, 0.814,
and 0.8403 for before DCT, during DCT, and after DCT
time attributes, respectively. At an individual risk factor level,
the time attribute assigner component performed very well
for hypertension. However, the performance for CAD risk
factor was observed to be low. We believe this is due to
the disease disorder component, which failed to recognize
CAD risk factor effectively. The performance of the time
attribute assigner component can be further improved by
adding context and negation based features [28].

We also noticed that the dataset included numerous
abbreviated disease and medication mentions. ASA (acetyl
salicylic acid), NTG (nitroglycerin), TNG (trinitroglycerin),
DM (diabetes mellitus), and HTN (hypertension) are few
examples to mention. Even though a custom abbreviations
dictionary was prepared by the authors using the training
sets, the test set included several other abbreviations which
were not included in the custom dictionary list. Employing
a more sophisticated abbreviation handling technique which
is not specific to a particular dataset will improve the
performance of system overall [29, 30]. Unified medical
language system (UMLS) should be used to disambiguate
abbreviations. We also found that there were a few mis-
spelled mentions like pravastatin which was misspelled as
“pravastain” and obese as “obeise.” Similar to abbreviations
custom dictionary, another custom list was developed for
misspellings from training sets. However, this approach is
not generic and very specific to a given dataset; employing
a generic spelling correction is necessary [31].

5. Conclusion

In summary, we described an approach to extract heart
disease risk factors in diabetic patients from longitudinal
unstructured EHRs. The approach was based on both rules
and machine learning techniques. We also described an IE

system developed using this approach followed by a compre-
hensive evaluation of the system. The system was developed
using one dataset and might not perform well on other
datasets, especially with the rules that were developed. The
limitations of the system include issues in lab value extractor
and absence of negation and context aware components. In
the future, we would like to improve the performance of
sectionizer component and also build negation components
into the system.We alsowould like to explore amore sophisti-
cated method to disambiguate abbreviations and handle mis-
spellings effectively.The developed system is available for free
at https://github.com/TCRNBioinformatics/HDRFSystem.
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The number of RNA-Seq studies has grown in recent years. The design of RNA-Seq studies varies from very simple (e.g., two-
condition case-control) to very complicated (e.g., time series involving multiple samples at each time point with separate drug
treatments). Most of these publically available RNA-Seq studies are deposited in NCBI databases, but their metadata are scattered
throughout four different databases: Sequence ReadArchive (SRA), Biosample, Bioprojects, andGene ExpressionOmnibus (GEO).
Although the NCBI web interface is able to provide all of the metadata information, it often requires significant effort to retrieve
study- or project-level information by traversing through multiple hyperlinks and going to another page. Moreover, project- and
study-level metadata lack manual or automatic curation by categories, such as disease type, time series, case-control, or replicate
type, which are vital to comprehending anyRNA-Seq study.Herewe describe “MetaRNA-Seq,” a new tool for interactively browsing,
searching, and annotating RNA-Seq metadata with the capability of semiautomatic curation at the study level.

1. Introduction

High-throughput gene expression studies are pivotal in func-
tional biology and genomics research [1]. Until late in the last
decade, high-throughput gene expression studies were car-
ried out usingmicroarray technology [2], which has provided
great insight into several gene expression studies and led to
the establishment of public repositories, such as the Gene
Expression Omnibus (GEO) hosted by the NCBI [3, 4]. With
the advent of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology
and its meteoric growth [5, 6], RNA-Seq is slowly becoming
prevalent in high-throughput gene expression studies [7].
RNA-Seq studies have several advantages over microarray
technology, including whole transcriptome analysis, better
reproducibility, and a larger dynamic range of expression
[8, 9]. Initially, RNA-Seq studies were deposited in the GEO
database. However, because the type and amount of data
are similar to other NGS data, RNA-Seq studies are now

deposited in the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) [10]. The
metadata from projects in RNA-Seq studies are hosted by the
NCBI Bioproject database. The metadata for samples used
in RNA-Seq studies are deposited in the NCBI Biosample
database. The metadata often lack sufficient information
because the submitters limit themselves by providing only the
mandatory information. In addition, some of the important
metadata for these studies are not deposited into these
repositories but are found in the publications resulting from
these studies. Thus, biocuration of RNA-Seq metadata is
needed.

The importance of biocurating biological databases was
realized in recent years [11, 12]. Text mining and computer-
assisted biocuration of the literature has helped to create
curated biological databases [13–17]. In the case of RNA-Seq
metadata annotation, consensus summaries of underlying
biosamples, experiments, and runs at the study level are help-
ful. Currently, most of the submitter-provided field attributes
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Figure 1:TheMetaRNA-Seqweb interface. On the left it has the search functionality for RNA-Seq studies. Below the search, the table contains
all RNA-Seq study details, including name, title, number of samples, number of experiments, and number of runs, allowing one to quickly
scroll through all of the studies.The table is filtered based on the search.The table can be sorted by double clicking any column. Upon clicking
any study in the table, the study details are populated at the upper right. A tree-like data structure containing biosamples, experiments, and
runs for the selected study is populated in the lower right.

or annotation information in NCBI RNA-Seq repositories is
linked to individual biosamples, experiments, or runs. The
important attributes describing the overall study, such as
disease type, study type, and replicate type, are not available
through the NCBI interface or repositories. A clear descrip-
tion of study types, such as case-control and time series,
would allow users to easily comprehend a RNA-Seq study.
Similarly, the metadata for a RNA-Seq study should clearly
note whether a study was done to dissect a disease (e.g., study
designed to find differentially expressed genes in diseased
versus normal individuals), which is often uncertain because
of the biosample types used in the study. The default search
interface of the NCBI SRA database provides experiment-
level results and the possibility of going to biosample, study,
run, or bioproject pages. Users searching for a particular
type of RNA-Seq study in these repositories may have to
invest a lot of time because of non-annotated fields and go
back and forth through multiple hyperlinks to obtain the
desired information. It is critical for researchers to have an
alternative method of evaluating RNA-Seq metadata supple-
mented with manual curation. Here we introduce a new tool
called “MetaRNA-Seq” to interactively browse, search, and
annotate RNA-Seqmetadata at the study level.MetaRNA-Seq
provides an easy to use web interface to understandmetadata
for RNA-Seq studies. Most of the details about any RNA-
Seq study are provided in the same window with a single
click. MetaRNA-Seq provides a consensus summary for any
RNA-Seq study by digesting all biosample, experiment, and
run information for that study. In addition, MetaRNA-Seq
provides the hierarchical data of the study in a tree-like
structure. In MetaRNA-Seq, the metadata for a RNA-Seq
study can be annotated and searched based on annotated
fields, such as disease type, time series, case-control, replicate

type, and customized annotation. MetaRNA-Seq is available
at http://metarnaseqdb.screensifter.com/.

2. Materials and Methods

The metadata for RNA-Seq studies from multiple resources
at NCBI were retrieved using the NCBI entrez direct utility
[18]. Scripts were written to query the NCBI SRA database,
which utilizes the “esearch” tool of the NCBI entrez direct
utility with the search term “biomol rna [PROP] ANDHomo
sapiens [orgn: txid9606] AND (RNA-seq or rnaseq).” Next,
the “efetch” and “xtract” tools of the NCBI entrez direct
utility were used to fetch the metadata available from the
SRA database and to parse them. Attributes retrieved from
these parsed result sets, such as Biosample Ids and Bio-
project Ids, were used to query the NCBI Biosample and
Bioproject databases using the NCBI entrez direct utility.
These data were imported into the MySQL database and
indexed for quick access. Additional metadata for RNA-
Seq studies with external database records in GEO were
retrieved using GEOmetadb [19]. The web technology used
in MetaRNA-Seq is the Java EE 7 and VAADIN framework.
Glassfish is used as awebserver to host theMetaRNA-Seqweb
application.The suggested automatic biocuration provided in
MetaRNA-Seq is simple text mining. Compared to Natural
Language Processing- (NLP-) based advanced biocuration
algorithms adopted in tools like MyMiner and Pubtator
[14, 17], MetaRNA-Seq utilizes simple regular expression.
Suggestions for RNA-Seq study-level annotation are based
on the regular expression-based match statistics, such as
number of biosamples, experiments, or runs with matching
keywords out of the total number of biosamples, experiments,
or runs. The MetaRNA-Seq database is updated from the
NCBI RNA-Seq databases using a similar method as when
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Figure 2: RNA-Seq metadata annotations in MetaRNA-Seq. Suggestions are based on a program-assisted search of all data available for a
particular study. Custom annotation fields can be used in cases when the annotator feels that additional information is important and it
cannot be stored using default options. The annotator can use as many custom annotation fields as required.

initially fetching the data through the NCBI entrez direct
utility and new records are inserted into MySQL tables.

3. Results

The MetaRNA-Seq web tool provides enhanced utilization
of metadata for RNA-Seq studies in NCBI resources with
semiautomatic curation, restructures the presentation, and
allows convenient browsing of all of the details in a single
window with a study-level search. MetaRNA-Seq currently
has metadata information for 1508 human RNA-Seq studies
and is updated every quarter. The main web interface of
MetaRNA-Seq is shown in Figure 1. The interface has a
desktop application-like design and behavior.

3.1. Study-Level Presentation of RNA-Seq Studies. In contrast
to the NCBI SRA interface, which by default provides an
experiment-level view of the results of a search query,
MetaRNA-Seq presents a study-level browsing and filtering
mechanism. All RNA-Seq studies are presented in a table in
the MetaRNA-Seq web interface. The table contains impor-
tant columns, such as study accession, name, title, number
of samples, number of experiments, number of runs, and
average number of reads and bases.The table is filtered based
on the search. The studies table can be sorted by double
clicking any column. Study details appear for any selected
project, including title, name, abstract, material, method,
bioproject description, GEO design, and summary. This
table of RNA-Seq studies also provides manual annotation
details for the RNA-Seq study if that study is annotated
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Figure 3: Guided search using annotated fields.The search is performed to identify RNA-Seq studies involving breast cancer with cell line as
the sample type and annotation status as completed. The result output is a filtered table, with rows highlighted in green because it searched
for completed annotation. The user can obtain additional details about any of the filtered studies by simply clicking on them.

using the MetaRNA-Seq annotation interface. In addition,
the MetaRNA-Seq interface provides hyperlinks to NCBI
SRA or PubMed if the user needs additional information
about a study.

3.2. Annotation Capability. MetaRNA-Seq has a semiauto-
matic curation capability and provides an easy interface
for annotating metadata for RNA-Seq studies, mostly with
one mouse click (Figure 2). Categorization of most of the
annotation fields is based on their impact and effect on
RNA-Seq studies [20–23]. One can intuitively determine
that transcript expression profiles in a case-control study
involving a rare disease will be very different than a case-
control study involving a complex disease. In MetaRNA-Seq,
a RNA-Seq study can be annotated for study type, disease

category, sample type, replicate type, and custom annotation.
Study types are categorized broadly into case-control, time
series, and treatment. Sample types are categorized into cell
line, primary cells, tissue, blood, and plasma. If some of
these fields are present in experiments or biosamples in the
selected study, then the assistance is automatically generated
with a certain degree of confidence. For example, while
annotating a RNA-Seq study with accession “SRP010129,”
automatic suggestions of cell line and tissue are provided
for the sample types with hint text “Suggestion: Cell Lines
- -> Yes: Cell line derived from Merkel Cell Carcinoma (10
samples)Confidence: 25%” and hint text “Suggestion: Tissue
- -> Yes: FFPE Merkel Cell Carcinoma (16 samples), FFPE
Basal Cell Carcinoma (6), FFPE Normal skin (6), FFPE
SquamousCell Carcinoma (2)Confidence: 40%,” respectively
(Figure 2). The automatic hint provision can help annotators
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perform annotation more quickly in MetaRNA-Seq. Also,
study type, sample type, or platform can be selected for
multiple types. For example, in a complex RNA-Seq study, the
study type can be both case-control and time series, sample
types can be both cell line and primary cells, and platforms
can be Illumina, Solid, and Roche 454.

3.3. Guided Search. RNA-Seq studies can be searched pre-
cisely for annotated fields using guided search. This can help
identify RNA-Seq studies just by clicking various checkboxes
and options rather than typing queries into different fields. A
search combining multiple fields can be performed easily for
studies meeting all or any criteria. Studies in the MetaRNA-
Seq study table are filtered based on the search output. One
example of searching annotated RNA-Seq studies related to
breast cancer with “cell line” as the sample type is shown in
Figure 3.

4. Discussion

The information from publically available RNA-Seq studies
can be exploited to (1) improve experimental settings by
comparing different platforms under similar experimental
conditions, (2) compare whole transcripts of different cell
lines, tissues, diseases, and experimental conditions (e.g.,
drug treatment and time of drug exposure) to select the
most suitable conditions for newly designed experiments,
and (3) estimate the number of samples and number of
biological and technical replicates needed to obtain signifi-
cant and relevant data. However, NCBI database interfaces
are unable to provide the study-level search and compar-
isons required by the end user. Using annotated studies
with the guided search function provided by MetaRNA-Seq
is strongly recommended to supplement NCBI RNA-Seq
metadata resources. The annotation capabilities provided in
MetaRNA-Seq can be utilized by end users to support the
community and improve the search process in subsequent
sessions. MetaRNA-Seq can easily be turned into a crowd
sourcing-based annotated resource. Currently, the interface
provides all of the annotation details for the studies with
annotation completed by all biocurators, as the number of
biocurators is limited to our lab at the time of writing this
paper. In the future, if the number of biocurators increases
or if multiple biocurators handle a single study, manual
annotation study details can be presented based on crowd
statistics. MetaRNA-Seq currently presents the metadata for
RNA-Seq studies ofHomo sapiens as a prototype, but it can be
expanded to includeRNA-Seqmetadata fromother species in
subsequent versions. Tools like MetaRNA-Seq are necessary
to supplement big repositories, which make it difficult to
focus on a specialized topic and may even provide them with
ideas on implementation and execution, whichmay stimulate
the big repositories to implement features such as a simple,
click-based annotation interface.

5. Conclusion

The NCBI provides many options for finding RNA-Seq data.
However, the large amount and complex nature of RNA-Seq

data that can be retrieved using NCBI data resources present
difficulties for researchers. An annotated resource of RNA-
Seqmetadata is needed to better serve the community. A tool
such as MetaRNA-Seq can be a great resource for both anno-
tating and browsing RNA-Seq metadata, and it can provide
better tools for more effective data interrogation. Enhanced
access to RNA-Seq metadata could also potentially allow the
creation of a customized RNA-Seq metadata database and
has the potential to be turned into a crowd sourcing-based
annotated resource for the benefit of the research community.
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